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Preface
The years 2009-2010 were marked by important developments related
to international efforts to promote arms control and disarmament in the
non-conventional realm. Against the background of ongoing challenges
to the nuclear nonproliferation regime in particular – due primarily
to Iran’s steadfast efforts to advance towards a military nuclear option,
North Korea’s nuclear defiance, and concerns over nuclear materials and
technology finding their way to terrorists – the Obama administration
spearheaded action to strengthen adherence to the regime.
Already during his presidential campaign, Barack Obama declared
his desire to significantly reduce the world’s nuclear arsenal, echoing the
“global zero” agenda that was injected into the US arms control debate
by a respectable group of former statesmen and military personnel as
well as prominent academics. In Prague in April 2009, President Obama
set forth his far reaching vision of a world free of nuclear weapons, and
outlined three principal means the administration would use to advance
that goal: the reduction and eventual elimination of existing nuclear
arsenals; reinforcement of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT);
and heightened efforts to secure nuclear materials and nuclear weapons
components and prevent their reaching terrorist groups. Obama qualified
this aspiration by acknowledging that while the goal was total nuclear
disarmament, the United States would continue to maintain its nuclear
arsenal at a level required to ensure its own nuclear deterrence as long as
there were nuclear arms in the hands of other international actors.
Although the idea of a world free of nuclear weapons is not new, the
vision gained new momentum in recent years with the growing fear that
nuclear technologies and know-how, fissile materials, and even nuclear
weapons might reach terrorist organizations. The call for the declared
nuclear states to do more to meet their own disarmament commitments in
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accordance with Article VI of the NPT was also driven by a more indirect
logic. It was intended to strengthen the hand of these states when they
confronted the military nuclear ambitions of non-nuclear states suspected
of being in violation of their NPT obligations. In short, the United States
hoped that by demonstrating its own adherence to the NPT, it would
eliminate the grounds for accusing it of hypocrisy or of applying a double
standard when demands were made of Iran and North Korea.
Two previously scheduled events that took place in 2009-2010
provided President Obama with an opportunity to take significant steps
in the direction of realizing his vision. The first, in December 2009, was
the expiration of the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START) between
the United States and Russia. The need to renew the treaty coincided with
Obama’s drive to promote his agenda. The New START agreement, which
included a decision to reduce the two parties’ nuclear arsenals further,
was signed in April 2010 after long months of difficult negotiations. The
second prescheduled event, in May 2010, was the NPT Review Conference
(RevCon), which takes place once every five years. After the NPT suffered
some serious setbacks over the previous decade – including the failure
of the 2005 RevCon – the Obama administration hoped this conference
would yield results that would help strengthen the nuclear nonproliferation
regime. In addition to these events, President Obama launched two other
important initiatives in 2010 to advance the realization of his vision: an
international summit to promote the securing of nuclear materials, and
the publication of the Nuclear Posture Review, a document presenting
America’s declared nuclear policy.
The essays compiled here analyze the events in 2009-2010 linked to
nuclear arms control, focusing on the impact of President Obama’s new
agenda on the nuclear nonproliferation regime. They analyze the United
States’ attempts to prevent the proliferation of technologies, materials, and
weapons to dangerous elements around the world and examine the extent to
which the administration’s priorities on nuclear nonproliferation advance
the goals – at time distinct, at times convergent – of disarmament and
arms control. Issues of deterrence, determination to confront proliferators,
tension between the US and Russia over the American missile defense
program, and international treaties and agreements for control of other
weapons of mass destruction are explored. Special attention is also paid to
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the implications of the new agenda for the Middle East, particularly as it
relates to Israel and the nuclear realm.
The volume is divided intro three sections. Part I analyzes the new arms
control and disarmament agenda as presented and led by the United States.
In the opening essay, Emily Landau discusses the questionable aspects
of the Obama administration’s policy on nuclear issues, especially given
the tension between the President’s disarmament vision and the need to
confront accomplished (North Korea) and aspiring proliferators, chief
among them Iran. Indeed, rather than confronting the states that are in
clear violation of their nonproliferation agreements, the administration
has chosen to promote its nonproliferation policies primarily through
advancing global disarmament treaties. Landau argues that this misplaced
priority may weaken the United States’ ability to successfully challenge
the defiant states and ultimately invite a heavy, undermining blow to the
nuclear nonproliferation regime.
In the essay that follows, Jonathan Schachter discusses some of the
contradictions within the administration’s disarmament agenda, and
particularly their implications for deterrence. Until universal disarmament
is attained, sufficient numbers of nuclear weapons are necessary to credibly
deter enemy states and provide a nuclear umbrella to United States allies.
Furthermore, the self-imposed limitations on nuclear use outlined in the
Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) weaken the level of American deterrence
but do not credibly discourage determined proliferators from pursuing illicit
nuclear activities. Thus while the administration’s disarmament activity
may reduce the world’s largest nuclear arsenals, it ultimately could lead
to less effective and less stable deterrence, greater nuclear proliferation
among friends and foes, and an overall weakening of the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty.
Part II of this volume explores the interface between the Obama
disarmament agenda and the constraints of international realities. Tamar
Malz-Ginzburg looks at the conclusion of the New START treaty by the
United States and Russia, the publication of the Nuclear Posture Review,
and the Nuclear Security Summit, and questions whether these three
measures have made a real contribution to implementation of the Obama
vision. Malz-Ginzburg contends that New START is far more an arms
control treaty than a disarmament agreement, and the NPR offers little in
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curtailing potential use of the US nuclear arsenal. Thus the three events,
cast as milestones on the road to disarmament, are in fact of little substance
in this regard.
In the next essay, Uzi Rubin examines the relations between the United
States and Russia in light of the US missile defense program. He surveys
the history of strategic defense, in particular as it challenges a strategic
deterrence approach. Unlike during the Cold War, the current issue does
not only concern the bilateral nuclear balance, but also involves a potential
multilateral balance with regard to rogue states such as North Korea and
Iran. However, while the United States explained its intention to establish a
missile defense system in Europe in terms of threats emanating from Iran,
Russia saw itself as the true target. President Obama’s desire to “reset” USRussia relations largely dictated the formulae of the renegotiated START
agreement, and Rubin argues that as long as the gap exists between the
Russian and American worldviews about bilateral and multilateral nuclear
relations, the question of strategic defense will remain a bone of contention.
Ephraim Asculai examines the second measure towards a world free
of nuclear weapons announced by President Obama in his Prague speech:
halting the proliferation of nuclear weapons. The essay discusses nuclearrelated international agreements addressed by the international community
in 2010: the completed but not yet entered into force Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty (CTBT), the proposed Fissile Materials Cutoff Treaty (FMCT),
export controls agreements, and the currently non-formalized Proliferation
Security Initiative (PSI). Only the latter two initiatives are enforcement
measures, and the verification protocols attendant to the various treaties can
do little more than sound a warning that a situation is deteriorating. Thus,
Asculai argues that global treaties are far less urgent than the immediate
need to stop efforts by Iran and other proliferators to achieve a military
capability.
In the final essay of this section, David Friedman broadens the scope
of the discussion and surveys efforts to stem other types of weapons of
mass destruction. Although some countries have undertaken unilateral
actions to control chemical and biological weapons, the primary means are
the Chemical and Biological Weapons Conventions. Friedman examines
these two conventions, focusing on the degree to which they exceed
the declarative level and effect actual arms control. He also looks at the
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chemical-biological threat in the Middle East context, and discusses steps
Israel has taken, on both the international and domestic levels, to stem
proliferation of chemical and biological weapons.
Part III of this volume examines the ramifications of the Obama arms
control agenda in the context of the Middle East, with an emphasis on
Israel’s nuclear situation. Against the background of the recent upheaval in
Egypt, Shimon Stein examines Egypt’s longstanding preoccupation with
Israel’s perceived nuclear capability and the ensuing Egyptian agenda,
exacerbated by the materializing Iranian threat. Although to Egypt, Israeli
and Iranian capabilities present highly different threats, they have both
challenged Egypt’s leadership in the Arab-Muslim world. The essay focuses
on Egypt’s activity at the 2010 NPT Review Conference, which constituted
a milestone in its ability to push through a final document that singles
out Israel and formally places the Israeli nuclear issue on the international
agenda. Stein also surveys possible Egyptian options in grappling with the
Iranian challenge and indicates that any measures considered will likely be
highly intertwined with United States positions.
In the concluding essay of the volume, Yair Evron emphasizes the
importance of the nuclear nonproliferation regime, claiming that despite its
shortcomings it has successfully established an important norm of nuclear
nonproliferation and has enhanced the commitment by nuclear states to
disarm. Against the background of the Obama arms control agenda, Evron
argues that Israel should help strengthen the nonproliferation regime. He
explores possible measures Israel might adopt, even as it maintains its
posture of nuclear ambiguity and is not a signatory to the NPT. An Israeli
internal debate on nuclear strategic issues and arms control measures will
also help Israel prepare for a conference in 2012 called for by the NPT
RevCon final document on a weapons of mass destruction free zone. The
debate surrounding the proposed conference lies outside of the scope of
this volume and will be treated in a separate study.
How much the Obama agenda has or has not enabled the United States
to confront Iran is a thread that runs throughout this volume. So too the
question of how this agenda impacts on Israel also punctuates the volume
as a whole. Indeed, already in the opening essay Emily Landau discusses
how the adoption of the US disarmament agenda has introduced a new
complication in US relations with Israel. Reconciling the long term US
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commitment to uphold Israel’s security and ensure its qualitative edge
with the disarmament imperative that the administration has embraced has
become a more difficult balancing act than in the past, with significant
implications for Israel. As for the disarmament vision itself, what has
emerged is the absence of a clear direction in United States nonproliferation
policy.
Taken together, the essays compiled here probe the effects of
international trends in nuclear arms control on the nuclear nonproliferation
regime and on Israel’s nuclear policy. These trends have in many ways been
shaped and guided by the Obama disarmament vision. The essays paint
the complex picture of international activity to limit proliferation and to
eliminate weapons of mass destruction, and they question the congruence
between the steps taken by the Obama administration to strengthen the
nuclear nonproliferation regime and his vision of a world free from nuclear
arms. Highlighting the tension between theoretical ideals and the reality
of aspiring and accomplished proliferators, the authors emphasize that
progress towards nuclear disarmament must be grounded in a nuanced
awareness of the opportunities and dangers of this vision in the current
international reality.
Emily B. Landau, Tamar Malz-Ginzburg
February 2011
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Obama’s Nuclear Disarmament Agenda:
Blurred Aims and Priorities
Emily B. Landau
Introduction

In his April 5, 2009 Prague speech, newly-inaugurated President Barack
Obama set forth his vision for moving towards a world without nuclear
weapons.1 With this speech, Obama intended to underscore his seriousness
of purpose as far as turning a disarmament agenda that was gaining ground
at unofficial levels – sparked and inspired by the op-eds written by George
Shultz, William Perry, Henry Kissinger, and Sam Nunn in January 2007
and again in January 2008 – into official US policy.2 This speech set in
motion the series of arms control and disarmament events that occurred
over the course of 2009-2010, with the most prominent milestones taking
place in rapid succession during the first six months of 2010: agreement
with Russia on New START; release of the US Nuclear Posture Review;
the Nuclear Security Summit; and the May 2010 NPT Review Conference.
Through his adoption of a new agenda for nuclear arms control and
disarmament, Obama was determined to demonstrate that the US was
serious in its commitment to disarmament according to Article VI of the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). Building on the logic set forth by
Shultz et al in their articles, a principal rationale of this agenda was that
due to the very real fear of nuclear weapons finding their way to terrorist
organizations, nuclear arsenals must be reduced and secured. On one
level this is rather straightforward: with fewer existing nuclear weapons,
the chance of nuclear technologies and components finding their way to
terrorists is curtailed. However, disarmament in and of itself does not solve
the problems of large stocks of enriched uranium in the hands of many
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states or nuclear know-how in the minds of scientists, which are major
sources of concern regarding the possibility of nuclear or radiological
capabilities being leaked to terrorists.
A second important driving force behind the disarmament agenda
embraced by Obama relied on a more indirect logic. The idea was that
renewed and enhanced commitment of the nuclear states to Article VI was
necessary in order to grant greater legitimacy to determined US efforts to
confront emerging nuclear proliferators, thereby increasing these efforts’
prospects of success.3 Ostensibly the nuclear state parties to the NPT
have an obligation to demonstrate their own intention to fulfill their NPT
commitment to work towards nuclear disarmament, in order to legitimately
make demands of other states that were violating their NPT commitment
to remain non-nuclear. Obama’s specific concerns were of course Iran’s
nuclear advances and North Korea’s open nuclear defiance. In short, the
US wanted to take the sting out of the “double standards” charge that it was
facing from many of the non-nuclear weapons states parties to the NPT.
The essay that follows addresses this indirect rationale for advancing
nuclear disarmament, which hinges on the perceived need to overcome the
double standards accusations in order to improve the prospects of success
of US efforts to stem proliferation. It then assesses the implications of
the new disarmament agenda for three major issues: US nuclear arms
control and nonproliferation priorities; specific efforts to confront Iran;
and attitudes towards Israel in the nuclear realm.

The Dubious Logic of the Obama Agenda

While Obama’s disarmament agenda speaks of the great importance of
moving towards a world free of nuclear weapons, the urgency attributed
to this goal is clearly a function of the perceived danger of nuclear leakage
and nuclear proliferation to dangerous states and non-state actors. Indeed,
if today’s global nuclear situation (even including North Korea’s current
small cache of plutonium) could be reliably contained and maintained, it
is hard to imagine that the goal of total nuclear disarmament would be
so passionately embraced by the US or any other current nuclear state.
Moreover, although the overall aim of the disarmament agenda adopted
by Obama is undoubtedly laudable, it is weakened by its own underlying
rationale: namely, the perceived need to neutralize the double standards
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argument as an essential step to deal more forcefully with potentially
dangerous proliferators. The logic of this position is not wholly convincing,
for a number of reasons.
First, in light of the significant steps that both the US and Russia have
taken in the direction of nuclear reductions since the height of the Cold War,
the double standards argument is of questionable persuasiveness. As far as
the two nuclear superpowers are concerned, it is simply not the case that
they have not made significant movement in the direction of disarmament,
as promised in the NPT. From the tens of thousands of nuclear weapons in
the hands of these two states at the height of the Cold War, the quantities
have dropped significantly, to number approximately 22,000 today.
While this process has been underway for much time and the stockpiles
undoubtedly remain too large, the reductions that have been made – and
the stability established – are nevertheless a notable achievement.
Ironically, Obama’s own contribution to this effort so far does not
appear of a dramatically different order of magnitude than the incremental
progress of the past few decades. While much time and energy was invested
in efforts over the course of 2009-2010 – New START, the Nuclear Security
Summit, and the “successful” (as it were) 2010 NPT Review Conference
– there have been only modest results in nuclear disarmament terms. The
New START treaty is probably the most concrete achievement so far,
but the agreed-upon reductions are not revolutionary and the ratification
process was long and arduous. And although Obama made US-Russian
agreement on New START part of his disarmament agenda, in fact it was
a continuation of previous efforts: the previous START treaty expired on
December 5, 2009, which demanded its renegotiation and renewal. The
administration emphasized that without a treaty in force, verification
mechanisms were not in place.
But more importantly, the link between a nuclear disarmament agenda
and an enhanced ability to confront dangerous proliferation has not been
established. There is no indication that any legitimacy gained through a
demonstrated commitment to equality in the nuclear realm is critical for
more effective dealing with Iran, or that the lofty disarmament goals and
events impress Iran or North Korea to relate more seriously to the US now
that it has “cleaner” hands.4 The Obama administration’s demonstrated
commitment to disarmament – and effort to establish a basis to refute the
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double standards charge – has thus not earned itself greater legitimacy or
improved its ability to deal with dangerous nuclear proliferators in any
noticeable manner.
While it could be argued that the new US approach might help gain the
support of additional non-nuclear states for its efforts directed against Iran
and North Korea, in and of itself this kind of legitimacy has little to no bearing
on actual efforts to curb these states’ nuclear ambitions. The problems that
have been encountered in this regard lie elsewhere. In the case of Iran, for
example, lack of success in confronting its nuclear activities over the past
eight years is better explained by the lack of international coordination,
cooperation, and determination among the states that have taken it upon
themselves to address the issue – namely, the primarily nuclear P5+1. The
issues that hinder progress stem from conflicting economic and strategic
interests among these powers.
These difficulties have been further exacerbated by insufficient
understanding in the West about how to encourage Iran to be serious about
negotiating, especially when Iran seems to gain much more – without
paying too high a price – with its tactic of playing for time. In fact, if there
is a case to be made that the US needs more legitimacy in its efforts to
confront Iran, it would have nothing to do with the double standards issue,
rather with the legitimacy that the other nuclear states could bestow upon
the US to lead this process. Yet what interests the latter has little to do
with disarmament credentials – what they want is for the US to take their
national interests and other concerns into account. This has played out very
clearly since 2006 with regard to the sanctions dynamic directed against
Iran. The common background to these problems is the growing shadow
of doubt whether the US even wants to take the lead in confronting Iran.

Nonproliferation Priorities

The questionable logic underlying the new approach is especially
problematic given the impact the administration’s disarmament agenda
has had on its nonproliferation policies and order of priorities. While the
nuclear states certainly have an obligation to uphold their commitment to
work towards disarmament, the unfortunate result of the administration’s
new emphasis on “across the board disarmament” has been, in practice, a
problematic shift in its nonproliferation priorities, i.e., the preference for
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broad multilateral treaties over the confrontation of actual proliferators.
When the administration discusses its nuclear arms control and
nonproliferation goals, the need to confront Iran and North Korea is not
even included on the agenda.
This was starkly apparent in the arms control agenda presented by US
Assistant Secretary of State for Arms Control, Verification, and Compliance
Rose Gottemoeller, when she addressed the First Committee of the UN
General Assembly in early October 2010. After praising the steps already
taken – the Nuclear Posture Review, New START, the Nuclear Security
Summit, and the NPT RevCon – Gottemoeller proceeded to delineate
“the elements of the US arms control and nonproliferation agenda.” She
talked about the New START Treaty, CTBT, CWC, BWC, FMCT, and
Space Policy; lastly, she spoke briefly about the next steps. But Iran and
North Korea were not mentioned as part of what was specifically defined
as an arms control and nonproliferation agenda, even though there is no
more burning proliferation challenge than stopping these two dangerous
proliferators.5 Within the new arms control framework, Iran is accorded
significantly lower priority than the other disarmament goals.
While the aim of an enhanced disarmament policy is to make it easier
to confront determined proliferators, the wisdom of the US putting the
weight of its nonproliferation agenda behind broader disarmament efforts –
ratification of international treaties like the CTBT, and its own commitment
to nuclear disarmament with Russia – at a time when dangerous nuclear
proliferators are marching forward, is questionable. These proliferators,
which pose the most acute threat to the nonproliferation regime today,
compounded by the threat they pose to stability in their respective regional
environments, are not waiting on the sidelines while the US pursues its
own disarmament goals.

Confronting Iran

For the Obama administration to discuss an arms control and nonproliferation
agenda without highlighting first and foremost the urgent need to stop the
actual nuclear proliferation in Iran and North Korea is problematic in terms
of both the future of the nonproliferation regime itself and the immediate
dangers these proliferators pose to Northeast Asia, the Middle East, and
beyond. If Iran becomes a nuclear state, the blow to the nonproliferation
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regime is likely to be devastating. The message that states can cheat and lie
their way to a nuclear weapon will significantly devalue the NPT. Surely
the dangers associated with Iran becoming a nuclear state are vastly more
concrete and severe than anything that would result from a postponement
of US ratification of the CTBT, even by several years.
To be sure, the problem is not that the administration is not devoting time
and energy to the challenges of Iran and North Korea.6 Indeed, with regard
to Iran in particular, the administration is – albeit slowly – carving out a
more forceful approach to propel Iran to address Western concerns about its
nuclear advances seriously. The sanctions agreed upon in June-July 2010 –
both in the framework of the UN Security Council, and unilaterally, in the
wake of the UN decision – are testimony to these serious and determined
US efforts and to the relentless activity by outgoing Treasury Department
Under Secretary for Terrorism and Financial Intelligence Stuart Levey.7
Yet while the steps taken by the administration are themselves highly
commendable, the problem is that both Iran and North Korea are not
conceptually integrated into Obama’s disarmament and nonproliferation
agenda. This lapse is clear from documents such as Gottemoeller’s that
spell out the agenda without reference to these proliferators. This reflects a
problematic order of priorities, and more importantly, a lack of coherence
in the overall approach.
One could legitimately ask why this matters. If the US is pursuing
broader disarmament goals while at the same time directing energy to stop
Iran, why does it matter that Iran (or North Korea) is not conceptually
integrated into the nonproliferation agenda as such? The first answer is that
there is a simple issue of allocation of time and energy. If the administration
pursues both goals simultaneously, it means that nonproliferation resources
are split, rather than focused more clearly on the top priority: stopping the
most urgent proliferation challenges emanating from Iran and North Korea.
A second indication that the lack of conceptual coherence is significant
is an example from the Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) that was released
in April 2010. Through the NPR the Obama administration sought to
underscore its disarmament agenda by limiting the scenarios in which the
US might consider use of nuclear weapons. One manifestation of this goal
was to clarify the nature of the negative security assurances that the US
granted to non-nuclear states. In particular the US wanted to underscore
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that it would not use nuclear weapons even in response to a chemical or
biological attack from a non-nuclear state.
But the administration went one step further in the NPR and used it
as a platform for broadcasting a message of isolation to Iran. To this end,
it added a caveat to the negative security assurances formulated in the
NPR: it clarified that these would not be extended to non-nuclear states
that were not in compliance with their international NPT obligations. In
other words, the assurances would not cover countries like Iran. Thus
a message was directed to Iran that it would be preferable for this state
to comply with its NPT commitment and obligations. However, this
message is incorporated in a document on US nuclear policy, rather than
its arms control/disarmament agenda. In conceptual terms it signals that
in this case Iran was being integrated into US thinking on nuclear issues
through the nuclear deterrence door, rather than via a strengthened nuclear
nonproliferation policy.
This conceptual confusion raises some serious questions. Specifically
with regard to Iran, the NPR suggests that perhaps at some level the US has
given up on trying to actually stop this proliferator. Perhaps the US may
be focusing energies not on stopping Iran, rather on isolating and deterring
an (unstoppable) nuclearizing Iran. This theory is corroborated by US
efforts over the past year and a half to bolster missile defenses in the Arab
Gulf states, and gain regional support for isolating and pressuring Iran.
Another challenge concerns the implicit message to much less advanced
nuclear proliferators such as Syria, which has not yet been found to be in
clear noncompliance by the IAEA. Will the administration avoid making
this country a top nonproliferation concern as well? Syria has refused to
allow IAEA inspectors to reenter the site bombed by Israel in 2007 since
the summer of 2008, when suspicious material was found by the IAEA at
the site. Without a strong nonproliferation agenda that focuses on actual
proliferators, a forceful reaction to Syria is not a clearly defined priority of
the administration’s nonproliferation policy.
The lack of a coherent strategy in the realm of nuclear nonproliferation
implies that while attempting to advance a disarmament agenda, the US
seems to be losing sight of the fact that the key rationale of this agenda
was to strengthen its hand in stopping the proliferation of nuclear weapons.
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As noted in the Wall Street Journal articles, the goal was to keep the most
dangerous weapons ever invented out of the most dangerous hands.8
The final reason why attention must be directed to conceptual issues
is that the global treaties that are at the heart of Obama’s disarmament
agenda and the specific challenge of Iran’s nuclear proliferation bring into
play two different understandings and traditions of nuclear arms control.
Disarmament directs attention to the weapons as such (leaving the state
outside the equation), whereas Iran’s challenge brings into play the question
of inter-state relations and the severe threat that Iran poses to the Middle
East and beyond. As such, with its strong embrace of disarmament logic,
the administration has elevated the “focus on weapons” understanding of
arms control, at the expense of the “focus on inter-state context” logic
that must also be included when dealing with nuclear proliferation in the
Middle East. One problematic corollary has been a growing tendency in
the international debate, at both official and non-official levels, to raise
questions about Israel in the context of discussions on Iran, drawing
legitimacy from an across-the-board “focus on weapons” arms control
logic.

Attitudes towards Israel in the Nuclear Realm

The Obama administration’s new arms control priorities have had specific
implications for Israel. Elsewhere in this volume Yair Evron explores
the implications of Obama’s new dedication to nuclear nonproliferation
from Israel’s point of view, arguing that Israel should demonstrate greater
commitment to the NPT and global nonproliferation aims.9 Here attention
is directed to how the adoption of the US disarmament agenda has
introduced a new complication in US relations with Israel. Reconciling
the long term US commitment to uphold Israel’s security and ensure its
qualitative edge (in light of Israel’s unique security predicament) with the
disarmament imperative that the administration has taken upon itself has
become a more difficult balancing act than in the past, with significant
implications for Israel.
How the Obama administration has defined its priorities in the realm
of nuclear arms control was clearly evident in the confusion over the
2010 NPT Review Conference (RevCon) final document. While prior to
the conference the US had lowered the bar with regard to what would
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be considered a successful outcome – specifically decoupling it from the
achievement of a consensus document – the end result proved something
different. Ultimately, achieving a consensus document was more
important to the administration than mentioning explicitly that Iran was in
noncompliance with its safeguard obligations.
What is puzzling is that there is no doubt that the US wanted to single
out Iran. This was made quite clear in Secretary of State Clinton’s emphatic
opening speech at the RevCon, where she severely criticized Iran and
Ahmadinejad’s approach and said that Iran is the “only country represented
in this hall that has been found by the IAEA Board of Governors to be
currently in noncompliance with its nuclear safeguards obligations – the
only one.”10 The US was also opposed to singling out Israel, evidenced by
strong statements issued by the administration almost immediately after
the conference was adjourned.11 Moreover, in their meeting in early July,
Obama reiterated to Netanyahu the US commitment to Israel’s strategic
edge. Nevertheless, gaining a consensus document took precedence in US
policy decisions, and carried the day at the RevCon.
The next expression of confusion in the US approach came surrounding
the annual IAEA conference in September. This time it centered on the idea
of a conference on a weapons of mass destruction free zone (WMDFZ) for
the Middle East, which according to a clause included in the NPT RevCon
final document is tentatively scheduled for 2012. Before the RevCon, it
seemed the US was resisting pressure by Egypt to alter its outlook and
accept an agenda that focused solely on Israel and the nuclear realm.12
Since the final document was formulated, however, the US has signaled its
willingness to help realize the idea of a WMDFZ conference – or at least
not to actively obstruct it. In its attempt to dissuade states from supporting
an Arab resolution at the IAEA conference calling for Israel to join the
NPT, the US argued that if this resolution were to pass, it would distance
Israel even further from the idea of the conference in 2012. This tactical
use by administration officials of the conference proposal revealed that the
US was lending implicit support to the idea itself.
The administration has set itself up for pressure from other states
with regard to its position on Israel due to its rhetorical support for the
“equality claim” in the nuclear realm, as a function of its disarmament
agenda. Expressions of this new and self-made predicament – “normative
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entrapment,” as it were – are likely to continue to play out with regard to
the idea of the 2012 WMDFZ conference.
More important, the upshot of the administration’s attempt to balance the
longstanding US commitment to Israel’s security with the newly embraced
commitment to global nuclear disarmament is a lack of clear direction in
its policy. Serious questions about how far the administration might be
willing to go in allowing itself to be pressured on the issue of Israel in the
future cannot be avoided. What are the administration’s red lines when
it comes to demands by other states that concern Israel’s nuclear policy?
How far will the US be willing go in terms of its own interests, for the
sake of confronting pressure from other states in this regard? The questions
come into sharp focus against the backdrop of continued Iranian attempts
to “push the envelope.” In October 2010, Iran set new preconditions for
negotiating with the West; one of their demands was for the West to give its
opinion on Israel’s nuclear posture. This predicament is likely to become
more acute as 2012 approaches.

Conclusion

The US administration has embraced a worthy goal – working to reduce
nuclear arsenals – without working through its implications. It has based its
approach on a shaky rationale, and failed to integrate all of the implications
into a comprehensive approach that would help generate more clear-cut
and effective nonproliferation policies.
While advancing the goal of a nuclear-free world is admirable, the
interim period demands an interim logic, and close attention must be
paid to aligning all the relevant components in a coherent and convincing
strategic posture. Taking into account the different traditions and logics
of nuclear arms control is useful for this purpose. Most importantly, the
“focus on weapons” logic of the global disarmament treaties must be
confronted with the “focus on inter-state context” logic that stems from
the superpowers’ own arms control experience during the Cold War, and
has been incorporated in some of the regional initiatives, such as Nuclear
Weapons Free Zones (NWFZ). While states have an interest to control
the spread of nuclear weapons, they cannot ignore the fact that nuclear
weapons also have considerable strategic value. The tension that results
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from these opposing logics must be squarely recognized and dealt with in
any attempt to advance a nuclear disarmament agenda.
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The Obama Administration:
Caught between Disarmament and Deterrence
Jonathan Schachter
Introduction

Since his inauguration in January 2009, President Barack Obama has
invested substantial effort and political capital to advance an ambitious
nuclear disarmament agenda. Well intended though the administration may
be, some of its goals appear to be at odds with one another. In the related
realms of disarmament and deterrence, such apparent inconsistencies can
mean the difference between success and failure. This article will explore
some of the Obama administration’s disarmament policy contradictions,
their implications for deterrence, and what might be done to resolve them.

The Administration’s Disarmament Goals

In 2008 then-Senator and presidential candidate Barack Obama spelled
out the disarmament goals he planned to achieve if elected. In a written
response to questions posed by the Arms Control Association, Obama
made his intentions plain:
As president, I will set a new direction in nuclear weapons
policy and show the world that America believes in its existing
commitment under the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty to work
to ultimately eliminate all nuclear weapons….I have made it
clear that America will not disarm unilaterally. Indeed, as long
as states retain nuclear weapons, the United States will maintain
a nuclear deterrent that is strong, safe, secure, and reliable. But I
will not authorize the development of new nuclear weapons. And
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I will make the goal of eliminating nuclear weapons worldwide a
central element of U.S. nuclear policy.1

Candidate Obama’s overarching arms control goal was – and continued
to be, once he was elected – global nuclear disarmament, and he appears
to view nuclear deterrence more as a necessary side effect of the difficulty
involved in meeting that goal than as a goal in and of itself. Obama is not
alone either in his desire to rid the world of nuclear weapons or in his
recognition of the deterrent need for them in the interim, nor is this the
exclusive domain of US Democrats. For example, Ronald Reagan has been
described as a “nuclear abolitionist,” and he dedicated substantial efforts
to the cause, most prominently by signing the Intermediate-Range Nuclear
Forces (INF) Treaty in 1987 and by pursuing the Strategic Arms Reduction
Treaty (START) with the Soviet Union, which ultimately was signed by
George H. W. Bush in 1991.2 More recently, in a series of opinion articles
published in the Wall Street Journal since early 2007, Republicans George
Shultz (secretary of state under Reagan) and Henry Kissinger (secretary
of state under Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford) and Democrats William
Perry (secretary of defense under Bill Clinton) and Sam Nunn (former
chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee) have also envisioned
an eventual “world free of nuclear weapons.”3
Nevertheless, President Obama appears to be pushing the nuclear
disarmament agenda more vigorously than any American president since
Reagan. In his Prague speech, delivered less than three months after his
inauguration, Obama reiterated and expanded on his disarmament agenda
and how he aims to achieve its goals. Since then, he has acted on nearly
all of what he promised, albeit on some elements more meaningfully
and successfully than others.4 Moreover, Obama has demonstrated his
commitment to the two-pronged approach of total disarmament and
continued deterrence not just in speeches. His approach is reflected most
prominently in the April 2010 Nuclear Posture Review Report (NPR)
and the May 2010 National Security Strategy, both of which emphasize
America’s commitment to move away from reliance on nuclear weapons,
while emphasizing the ongoing need to deter enemies and reassure allies
and partners.5
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Implications of the Administration’s Disarmament Agenda

The administration’s disarmament goals and its obvious commitment to
them is one matter, but the value and possibility of implementing those
goals is another. The elimination of nuclear weapons has unmistakable
appeal – no nuclear weapons, no threat of nuclear destruction, the theory
goes – but is this achievable?
The question of nuclear disarmament is almost as old as nuclear
weapons themselves, and the practical answer, provided by both analysts
and statesmen for nearly as long, seems to be no, though not unanimously
so. Writing half a century ago in his classic work On Thermonuclear War,
strategist Herman Kahn wrote off the possibility of eliminating nuclear
weapons:
Even if all nations should one day agree to total nuclear
disarmament, we must presume that there would be the hiding
of some nuclear weapons or components as a hedge against the
other side doing so. An international arrangement for banishing
war through disarmament will not call for total disarmament
but will almost undoubtedly include provisions for enforcement
that cannot be successfully overturned by a small, hidden force.
Otherwise, it would be hopelessly unstable. Even if the problem
of what we may call the “clandestine cache” were solvable, the
writer is still of the belief that one could not disarm the world
totally and expect it to remain disarmed. But the problem of
the clandestine nuclear cache in itself makes total disarmament
especially infeasible.6
One could dismiss Kahn’s conclusion as the cynical, if considered, opinion
of an analyst arguing – controversially – that nuclear war is both fightable
and winnable. However, the actions of decision makers, including even
some of the most celebrated arms control and disarmament measures of the
last 50 years, strongly suggest that Kahn’s assessment was correct.
For example, according to some observers, the New START agreement,
signed by Obama and Russian President Dmitry Medvedev in April
2010, mandates that the US and Russia reduce their nuclear stockpiles
to levels unknown since the mid 1950s, but leaves both sides with many
more weapons than they need.7 If this is indeed the case, the disarmament
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achievement of New START, while statistically significant (a 30 percent
reduction from the maximum number of allowed deployed warheads
under the 2002 Moscow Treaty),8 does not necessarily imply that either
side believes that total disarmament is either desirable or possible. It might
indicate the opposite to be true.

The Tension between Disarmament and Deterrence

Determining the success of arms control in general and disarmament in
particular is not as simple as counting warheads. Of major concern is the
fact that while the administration may be leaving enough weapons in place
to ensure nuclear deterrence in the interim period, its stated goals and actual
policies regarding those weapons might weaken deterrence. This threatens
to create a situation where reducing the number of nuclear weapons might
make their use more, rather than less, likely.
Obama has repeatedly acknowledged that global disarmament will take
many years to achieve (“perhaps not in my lifetime”).9 Both Obama and
the bi-partisan authors of the Wall Street Journal articles have called for
gradual reductions in force size and reliance on nuclear weapons, while
emphasizing the need for maintaining effective nuclear deterrence until
disarmament is accomplished. This approach stands to weaken deterrence
in two ways. First, insofar as deterrence between two similarly armed
nuclear powers is stabilized by sufficient weapons and redundant delivery
systems to ensure a second strike (i.e., the conditions of mutual assured
destruction), there is likely to be a point on the road to total disarmament
where these conditions would no longer hold. That is, if a certain number of
weapons (estimated to be between 311 and 1000 in the articles cited above)
can lead to stable deterrence, and zero weapons ostensibly make deterrence
unnecessary, there is a number between them where deterrence might no
longer prevail, and a first strike could become an appealing option because
of the real or perceived ability to inflict a decisive nuclear strike (including
counter-force) on the other side with no (or limited) perceived danger of
suffering nuclear retaliation. This does not mean that at that point one
side will necessarily choose to strike first. For example, the current USRussian relationship is marked by nowhere near the enmity and hostility
that prevailed during the Cold War. But what of other nuclear states (or
non-states)? What if North Korea no longer feared a US nuclear response?
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What if India and/or Pakistan no longer feared the other’s second strike?
Under these circumstances, the temptation to use nuclear force once might
prove irresistible.
It is unclear how supporters of total disarmament intend to avoid the
dangerous point where the sides have the greatest incentive to strike first.
In addition, the clandestine cache problem Kahn described appears nearly
as unresolvable today as it did in 1960. Without satisfactory answers to
these questions, total disarmament appears to be an empty, if politically
valuable, slogan or a possibly reckless, if idealistic, dream because it
potentially weakens deterrence, encourages hiding weapons, and in the
worst case incentivizes nuclear first use.
The second and more immediate threat to deterrence by the
administration’s well publicized, combined approach of moving away from
nuclear weapons and simultaneously depending on them for deterrence
stems from the mixed messages it sends to potential challengers. In order
for deterrence, nuclear or otherwise, to be as reliably effective as possible,
its threat needs to be both unambiguous and beyond doubt. And while
two of the “key objectives” of the NPR relate to strategic and regional
deterrence, another is “reducing the role of U.S. nuclear weapons in U.S.
national security strategy.” The explicit move away from reliance on
nuclear weapons, and the new self-imposed limitations regarding their use
described in the NPR make it difficult not to conclude that the United States
is less willing to use nuclear weapons today than it has been in the past.
That might sound like a step in the direction of greater safety and sanity,
but how does that stance figure in the calculations of potential challengers?
With such mixed messages, conventional war and nuclear miscalculation,
as well as greater nuclear proliferation, could become more likely.
Because numerous US allies rely on American nuclear weapons for their
own protection (e.g., the NATO countries, Japan, perhaps the Gulf states in
the future, if not now), the perception of American nuclear hesitancy could
embolden those states’ enemies, which in turn might lead those states to
seek nuclear self-reliance. For example, China might conclude that the US
is no longer willing to risk nuclear war to defend Taiwan. In this situation,
not only would a Chinese invasion of Taiwan become more likely, so would
Taiwan’s development of its own nuclear deterrent, which it has explored
in the past, to the dismay of successive American administrations.10
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Additionally, the American move away from nuclear weapons could
strengthen the perception that it is becoming easier to deter the United
States with nuclear weapons. Regional competitors like Iran and North
Korea (as opposed to more global competitors like Russia and to a lesser
extent China) already seem to believe that development of nuclear weapons
will grant them greater freedom of action in their spheres of influence.
This is the same conclusion reportedly reached by an Indian general after
observing Operation Desert Storm in 1991: “The Gulf War emphasized
again that nuclear weapons are the ultimate coin of power. In the final
analysis, they [coalition members] could go in because the United States
had nuclear weapons and Iraq didn’t.”11

Deterring Iran

In the specific case of Iran, there are two different, though related,
deterrence scenarios to consider. The first concerns a future scenario where
the US might need to deter a nuclear Iran from employing its nuclear
weapons. In theory this is the more straightforward scenario, though it
critically depends on the United States’ ability to clarify convincingly
that an Iranian nuclear attack on another state (i.e., not just on the United
States or its forces) would result in an American nuclear counter-attack.12
A potentially beneficial indirect effect of sending such a message, even
now, is that it could encourage an Iranian conclusion that the anticipated
benefits of nuclear weapons are not worth the investment.13
The second, and more difficult, scenario focuses on the current situation
– namely, deterring Iran from pursuing nuclear weapons in the first place.
Here the American message is noteworthy for its obfuscation. On the one
hand, the United States appears to be asserting the “right” to threaten
non-NPT compliant states with its nuclear weapons as a disincentive
to nuclearization. On the other hand, it makes clear that the range of
circumstances under which the United States would use nuclear weapons
is quite narrow and does not include nuclearization itself.
In the NPR, the section “Reducing the Role of U.S. Nuclear Weapons”
reformulates America’s longstanding “negative security assurance” by
declaring that “the United States will not use or threaten to use nuclear
weapons against non-nuclear weapons states that are party to the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and in compliance with their nuclear
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non-proliferation obligations.”14 Elsewhere in the document, the NPR
makes clear that the United States sees Iran (and North Korea) as being in
noncompliance with its NPT obligations. This creates the appearance that
the United States is using the threat of nuclear weapons to convince states
that they should foreswear nuclear weapons themselves. The document
seems to imply that the United States could use or threaten to use nuclear
weapons against even a non-nuclear, but nuclearizing, Iran:
This revised assurance is intended to underscore the security
benefits of adhering to and fully complying with the NPT and
persuade non-nuclear weapon states party to the Treaty to work
with the United States and other interested parties to adopt
effective measures to strengthen the non-proliferation regime.15
This is a powerful message, but the actual picture is not what it seems
initially. First, such a message could be understood to reinforce the logic
of nuclear acquisition mentioned above, namely, that the only way to
avoid an American diktat is by deterring the United States with nuclear
weapons. Second, the NPR rather unhelpfully (in this context) elucidates
the circumstances whereby the United States would – and by implication,
would not – rely on nuclear weapons vis-à-vis states like Iran:
In the case of countries not covered by this assurance – states that
possess nuclear weapons and states not in compliance with their
nuclear non-proliferation obligations – there remains a narrow
range of contingencies in which U.S. nuclear weapons may still
play a role in deterring a conventional or CBW attack against
the United States or its allies and partners. The United States is
therefore not prepared at the present time to adopt a universal
policy that the “sole purpose” of U.S. nuclear weapons is to deter
nuclear attack on the United States and our allies and partners,
but will work to establish conditions under which such a policy
could be safely adopted.
Yet this does not mean that our willingness to use nuclear
weapons against countries not covered by the new assurance
has in any way increased. Indeed, the United States wishes to
stress that it would only consider the use of nuclear weapons in
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extreme circumstances to defend the vital interests of the United
States or its allies and partners.16

In other words, one page after apparently linking nuclear targeting to
NPT noncompliance, the NPR makes it clear that nuclear proliferation
alone is far from being enough to lead to actual or threatened use of US
nuclear weapons. Explicitly limiting the scenarios in which the United
States would use nuclear weapons, and thereby reducing their value,
arguably serves the disarmament agenda of the United States. However,
doing so also weakens the power of the “negative security assurance” by
making it clear that proliferation itself is not sufficient cause for American
nuclear threats or attack.
This inconsistency is consistent with the often contradictory stance the
US has taken regarding any use of force to prevent Iranian development and
deployment of nuclear weapons.17 This is not to say that the United States
should use the unambiguous threat of nuclear attack against Iran to keep it
from crossing the nuclear threshold; the issue of what deterrent threats the
United States can and should use is another matter. However, if the United
States wishes to deter Iran from acquiring a military nuclear capability,
the prevailing lack of clarity leaves far too much to the assessment and
judgment of decision makers in Tehran.

Potential Effects on the NPT

These various scenarios, where friends and foes alike see value in, and little
obvious downside to, developing nuclear weapons, can have compound
effects on proliferation. First, as is evident in much of the discussion
regarding the likely regional effects of Iranian nuclearization, states
developing nuclear weapons are likely to lead other states to conclude that
they need them as well. Second, the only way for most non-nuclear states
to become nuclear states is either by withdrawing from or violating the
NPT. In other words, even as Obama has called for the strengthening of the
NPT, the administration’s policy of denuclearization and its related mixed
deterrent messages stand to make the NPT weaker while turning the goal
of nuclear disarmament on its head.
Other American policies could also weaken the NPT. The 2008 signing
and Congressional approval of the Indo-US Civilian Nuclear Agreement,
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made possible by the passing of the Henry J. Hyde United States-India
Peaceful Atomic Energy Cooperation Act of 2006 (“The Hyde Act”),
established a framework in which the United States would conduct civilian
nuclear trade with India, even though the latter is not an NPT signatory
and is an overt nuclear power. The guidelines of the Nuclear Suppliers
Group (NSG) forbid the NPT-recognized nuclear weapons states (the US,
Russia, China, France, and the UK) from transferring nuclear materials
or technology to non-recognized nuclear weapons states (or to aspiring
nuclear weapons states). The agreement was signed by George W. Bush,
and essentially inherited by the Obama administration (though thenSenator Obama voted for both the Hyde Act, which he attempted to amend,
and the agreement itself).
Regardless of the political wisdom of the agreement – it allows for the
United States to engage with a nuclear India and to sell it expensive nuclear
technologies – it undoubtedly created the impression that the American
(and NSG) commitment to the NPT is subjectively conditional, and it
weakened the mix of carrots and sticks that are intended to impel states to
sign and comply with the NPT in the first place. For all of its shortcomings,
the NPT remains the most important international legal instrument that
restrains states from acquiring nuclear weapons. The Indo-US Civilian
Nuclear Agreement and its approval by the NSG stand to make the NPT
less effective. Recent reports of a similar though less formal agreement
between the US and Israel,18 if true, and possibly even if not, are likely to
reinforce the undermining effects of the US-India agreement on the NPT.

Conclusion

The well intentioned disarmament agenda of the Obama administration
is thus on a collision course – with itself. While the administration’s
disarmament activity might succeed in the relatively short term in
advancing its primary goal – reduction of the size of the world’s largest
nuclear arsenals – the way it is proceeding carries the danger of less
effective and less stable deterrence, ultimately greater nuclear proliferation
among friends and foes, and an overall weakening of the NPT.
A more productive disarmament approach would acknowledge explicitly
the difficulties, if not impossibility, in achieving total disarmament, and
build from there. The NPT’s initial and longstanding success has been
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based on its creation of a successful mix of incentives to compliance and
disincentives to nuclear weapons development. Perhaps what is required
now is an update to the NPT regime that recalibrates that mix so that both
its enticements and its punishments are more compelling. A revised NPT
regime could reflect the recognition that in the more than forty years since
its original formulation, other states have become nuclear weapons states,
while including measures to induce those states to renounce that status.
The administration’s emphasis on nuclear security and the limitation
of fissile material production is well placed and should be expanded, as
should states’ individual and collaborative efforts to develop means and
methods of verification that could, in theory, someday address the issue
of the clandestine cache. Until then, however, and as long as deterrence
remains a primary function of its nuclear weapons, the United States must
ensure that its deterrence efforts are consistent and unequivocal. To do
so, it needs to spell out its willingness – though of course not eagerness
– to use force, including nuclear force, when unacceptably challenged.
The 2010 NPR does this to some extent, but in trying to balance its many
goals it also dedicated a great deal of attention to cases where the United
States would not use nuclear weapons or “may” rely on them.19 Thomas
Schelling, writing in the same year Kahn wrote about the infeasibility
of total disarmament, observed, “To say that one may act is to say that
one may not, and to say this is to confess that one has kept the power of
decision – that one is not committed.”20 “May” has no place in a strategy
aimed at deterring potential challengers.
This is not to say that the United States should change its strategy by
loudly and overtly threatening other states. On the contrary, the US must
use great caution to avoid creating the perception that American nuclear
weapons are a tool for coercion and intimidation rather than deterrence.
That mistaken perception could also lead to an arms control backfire, as
it would create the understanding that states need to arm themselves with
nuclear weapons to deter the US.
The balance between all of these various measures is delicate, and
striking it is likely to take many years – perhaps not in our lifetimes –
but it offers the eventual possibility of more significant arms control,
including disarmament, and more effective and stable deterrence than does
the current course.
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Between Vision and Reality:
New START, the Nuclear Posture Review, and the
Nuclear Security Summit
Tamar Malz-Ginzburg
In April 2009 in Prague, President Barack Obama presented his vision of
a world free of nuclear weapons. To that end, he contended, the United
States must spearhead a process that will ultimately bring about the
realization of this ideal, even if not in his lifetime. Obama presented three
ways the United States would strive to implement this vision: nuclear
disarmament; reinforcement of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
(NPT); and strengthened security of nuclear materials and materials for
nuclear weapons in order to prevent their falling into the hands of terrorist
groups.1
Obama’s vision is not original. The aspiration to be rid of nuclear
weapons has existed almost as long as nuclear weapons themselves, but in
recent years a vibrant public discussion has been underway in the United
States on the increasing threat of the proliferation of nuclear weapons and
nuclear know-how to hostile elements, including terrorist organizations.2
Against this background, Obama formulated his vision and a plan to
translate this vision into practice.
In 2010, Obama (along with Russian President Dmitry Medvedev),
signed the sequel to the 1991 Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START
I); published a review of US nuclear policy; and organized a summit
meeting on the security of nuclear materials. The administration presented
these three events as elements in the implementation of Obama’s vision.3
The question arises, then, in what way and to what extent do these three
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measures make a real contribution to disarming and reducing the nuclear
arsenal of the United States, and thus serve as steps towards implementing
the Obama vision.

New START: What is (and What is Not) Included

The nuclear nonproliferation regime includes wide ranging international
treaties (such as the NPT); an element of taboo (a strong norm that decries
the use of nuclear weapons);4 and other arms control and disarmament
agreements, both bilateral and regional. Although there is a tendency to
confuse and conflate concepts, disarmament agreements are distinctly
different from arms control agreements. Disarmament agreements deal
mainly with destroying certain categories of weapons; they are discussed
mostly in international forums (like the UN), and the decisions made in
these forums are uniform and incumbent on all states equally. In contrast,
arms control agreements are an additional tool in a state’s foreign and
defense policy. Even though they also deal with reducing nuclear arsenals,
their chief goal is to stabilize relations between states. Historically, these
agreements were often formulated between countries in conflict as a means
of promoting dialogue between them and reducing the danger of escalation
and subsequent conflict.
The original START I treaty, which dealt with reducing the Soviet
and American offensive nuclear weapons arsenals, was formulated as a
bilateral arms control agreement. The talks about the treaty began in the
early 1980s, during the Cold War, at the initiative of President Ronald
Reagan. Nearly a decade passed before the sides reached an agreement
and signed the treaty in 1991. Several months later the Soviet Union was
dismantled, and the ratification process was thus delayed until 1994. The
treaty included a verification and monitoring regime that from the US
point of view facilitated monitoring of the Russian nuclear arsenal. The
treaty expired on December 5, 2009, and in order for the monitoring and
verification regime to continue, it was necessary to sign a continuation
treaty.
On April 9, 2010, following long months of negotiations, the American
and Russian Presidents signed the START I follow-on treaty, whereby the
United States and Russia are required to reduce the number of nuclear
missile delivery systems and warheads in their possession over the course
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of the next seven years (from the moment the treaty enters into force).
Each side is required to reduce the number of nuclear warheads positioned
on intercontinental missiles, submarines, and bombers to about 1,550,
and reduce the number of missile launching systems to 700 deployed and
another 100 in storage.
Obama chose to sign the treaty in early April in Prague, exactly one
year after his landmark speech.5 The choice of venue was a demonstrative
gesture to prove that under the Obama presidency, the United States was
marching firmly on the disarmament road and working to lower the number
of nuclear weapons in the world. However, the new treaty does not in fact
contain any unprecedented decision on reducing the nuclear arsenals of
the two states. Moreover, the treaty discusses only the strategic nuclear
arsenal and not the tactical nuclear arsenal, and it does not address the
American nuclear bombs stationed in Europe, because they are not defined
as strategic weapons.
Furthermore, the figures in the treaty on cuts in nuclear warheads and
their launching systems – including intercontinental missiles, submarines,
and bombers – raise several question marks. According to the treaty,
warheads placed on missiles (on land or at sea) will be counted, yet not all
the nuclear warheads that in practice each bomber is capable of carrying
will be counted. According to the new counting rules, one warhead is
counted for each bomber, while in practice, each bomber, Russian or
American, can carry between six and twenty bombs. Thus, according to
the counting rules of the treaty, the United States is in possession of only
1,650 operational warheads, and not 2,100, the true number of operational
warheads in its possession. Russia, according to the treaty, is in possession
of 1,740 warheads, not 2,600. The treaty does reduce the number of
launching systems for nuclear bombs, but it allows the two countries to
possess a number of operational nuclear bombs in a way that does not
require them to implement a change in the structure of their current nuclear
force.
More perplexing is how the Obama administration has cast the new
treaty, confusing arms control and disarmament. On the one hand, Obama
presented the treaty as a disarmament treaty that contributes to reducing
the nuclear arsenals of the two countries, and thus advances his vision
of a nuclear free world. On the other hand, throughout the negotiating
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process the President portrayed it as a tool to “reset” relations between the
two countries. In the subsequent debate on ratification, the administration
also justified the treaty as an answer to American fears of Russia. Thus
it appears that arms control reasoning underlies the treaty far more than
disarmament aspirations.
Indeed, in spite of the many declarations about changes in threat
perceptions since the end of the Cold War, at least regarding the United States
vis-à-vis Russia, the treaty renewal negotiations revealed the suspicion
that exists between the two countries. It was only about four months after
the original treaty expired and following prolonged negotiations that the
sides were able to sign a new treaty. The delays in signing resulted from a
dispute between the parties over two main issues. One dealt with Russia’s
claims regarding the intrusive means of verification in the original treaty.
The second issue concerned the American missile defense program and
Moscow’s suspicion that this defense system was also aimed at Russia.
Moscow demanded to link the decisions in the treaty concerning offensive
nuclear weapons with the missile defense program. Ultimately, the missile
defense program was not mentioned in the body of the agreement, but in
the preamble only. Legally the preamble is not binding, but it does provide
Russia with the possibility of claiming a violation of the treaty in the
future if it concludes that implementation of the American missile defense
program violates the strategic balance between the two countries.6
The US Senate ultimately ratified New START on December 22, 2010.
The treaty was ratified by Russia in the subsequent weeks, and it entered
into force on February 5, 2011. The debate in the US over ratification of the
treaty was marked by the disagreement between supporters and opponents
of the treaty, primarily conservative Republicans, who were not satisfied
with the administration’s policy regarding the continued role of nuclear
weapons in United States national security policy. Primary concerns were
that the new treaty might limit the American missile defense program,
which could endanger United States security; that it does not include a
satisfactory verification and monitoring regime (especially compared to
the one established by the original treaty); that it does not limit tactical
nuclear power, where Russia has an advantage over the United States;
and that it is liable to harm the modernization of this power. Furthermore,
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the authors of the treaty did not take China and its nuclear arsenal into
consideration when they concluded the agreement.7
In contrast, supporters claimed that treaty’s main importance is the
preservation of the monitoring and verification regime, which makes
the Russian nuclear arsenal transparent to the United States. Although
the United States had the capability to monitor the Russian nuclear
infrastructure for over twenty years, this monitoring had not taken place for
over a year (since the original treaty expired). Thus in urging ratification
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton stated, “Perhaps most importantly . . .
when the prior treaty expired we lost the ability to have inspectors on the
ground. We need to get our inspectors back into Russia.”8 Senator Richard
Lugar (R-Indiana) also urged similar support of this treaty: “We are deeply
concerned about North Korea and Iran and other programs in which there
are maybe one, two, five, twenty. But we’re talking about thousands of
warheads that are still there, an existential problem for our country.”9
The dispute over the treaty underscored that the problematic issue is
less the number of nuclear warheads and launchers stipulated by the treaty
and more the level of fears and threat perceptions of the United States
towards Russia. Ratification of the treaty and institution of a monitoring
regime are likely to diminish American fears of Russian activities in the
nuclear realm, thereby increasing international stability.10 Furthermore,
the administration’s commitment to significantly increase the budget
earmarked for preserving and modernizing the nuclear force helped wouldbe opponents of the treaty vote for ratification.11
The fact that Obama viewed the signing of the treaty as a tool to help
rehabilitate the United States-Russia bilateral relationship reinforces
the assessment that this is an arms control treaty. It was also hoped that
this process would have additional diplomatic ramifications, such as,
for example, on the issue of Iran and the United States efforts to form a
coalition to pressure Tehran. Moreover, the American internal dispute over
ratification of the treaty shows that the question of relations between the
United States and Russia is still at the heart of the issue, even if the fear of
Russia and the need to ratify the treaty in order to revive the monitoring and
verification regime took center stage. Indeed, during the treaty ratification
process, supporters spoke about the threat that the relationship between the
United States and Russia would be harmed if the treaty was not ratified.
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Thus, on the question whether the follow-on treaty makes a real
contribution to reducing the nuclear arsenal of the United States, the
answer right now is no. The follow-on treaty is, in fact, an arms control
treaty intended to increase stability between the two countries, and the
ratification process testified to latent tensions and fears that lie below the
surface. Nevertheless, it is possible that with time the treaty’s contribution
to increasing stability and cooperation between the two countries will also
advance Obama’s vision of reducing the international nuclear arsenal.

The US Declared Nuclear Policy: The Nuclear Posture Review
2010

In April 2010, after much anticipation (including a four month delay)
and extensive public discussion, the Obama administration published the
Nuclear Posture Review (NPR), the American doctrine on the use of nuclear
weapons. The doctrine was published against the backdrop of negotiations
with Russia on the follow-on treaty to START I and the request by Congress
and the Pentagon for a document that decides on force structure and the
number of warheads needed to allow progress in negotiations with Russia
on possible cuts in the nuclear arsenal. In addition, there was a need to
establish priorities in the framework of the defense budget drafted by the
Pentagon, which was also scheduled to be published in late 2009.12 The
NPR, which summarizes the declared nuclear policy of the United States,
establishes US nuclear policy for the coming five to ten years.
The document should be examined in three contexts: the dispute in the
United States about the role of nuclear weapons in its national security
policy; its role as a deterrence document, in which the United States
specifies when and against whom it will launch a nuclear attack; and
Obama’s vision. The discussion below focuses primarily on the first and
third of these contexts: the internal American dispute and the document’s
compatibility with the Obama vision.13

The Public Debate Prior to the Doctrine’s Publication
Before the NPR was published, a vibrant debate was underway in the
United States on several interrelated issues that have been on the agenda
since the end of the Cold War, in the wake of the transition from a bipolar
world where American nuclear weapons served mainly to deter a nuclear
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attack on the United States or its allies by two nuclear powers, the Soviet
Union and China.
The first issue dealt with the definition of the threat. What is the main
threat that the American nuclear arsenal addresses? Given the changes
in the strategic threats against the United States following the Cold War,
would the acquisition of nuclear capability by terrorist groups rank at the
top of the threat pyramid defined in the document? In this context, attention
focuses on the meaning of “nuclear deterrence” in the post-Cold War
world. Is the classic model of deterrence appropriate for deterring terrorist
groups in possession of nuclear weapons? Perhaps not, as the means for
dealing with this kind of threat are not nuclear weapons, but international
cooperation, with the goal of identifying and attacking terrorist networks
and stemming nuclear proliferation.14
The second issue focused on the purpose of the nuclear arsenal: for the
first time would there be a declaration that the purpose of the arsenal is
only deterrence against a nuclear strike, that is, not against a chemical or
biological attack or a large scale conventional attack? During the George
W. Bush administration, nuclear weapons were assigned two additional
roles beyond deterring a nuclear attack: deterrence against a chemical
or biological attack, and use of nuclear weapons in order to destroy hard
and deeply buried targets that cannot be destroyed with conventional
weapons.15 Prior to publication of the 2010 document, Obama claimed that
the emerging document would reduce the role and the quantity of nuclear
weapons in United States national security strategy.16
The third issue dealt with the question of no first use. Would the
document include a declaration that the United States will not be the first
country to use nuclear weapons in the event of escalation? For years, the
US has deliberately maintained ambiguity on the situations in which it
would make use of nuclear weapons.
A fourth issue dealt with the number and types of nuclear weapons. The
public discussion of the document coincided with the debate regarding
the negotiations between the United States and Russia on New START.
Both documents engage in mapping and ranking the threats, and defining
the goals of the nuclear force and the size of the force needed to realize
the goals implies the possible reduction in the number of weapons in the
follow-on treaty. There were also rumors that for the first time, Obama
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would declare that one of the three means used to launch nuclear weapons
(planes, submarines, ground missiles) would be eliminated.17
A fifth issue focused on the question whether it is necessary to develop
new nuclear weapons, or whether it is possible to make do with modernizing
the existing arsenal. President Obama declared that the United States does
not need to develop new weapons. The discussion of this issue did not touch
only on the question of the threats against the United States and whether
the existing response is sufficient, but also on how reducing the extensive
military nuclear industry will affect the economy and employment.18
The last issue dealt with the forces’ level of alertness and preparedness.
The United States and Russia each have some 1,000 warheads ready for
launching at any given moment (hair trigger alert). Obama described this
as an anachronistic vestige of the Cold War period. There were those who
claimed that in order to change this situation, the United States must make
a commitment in its doctrine to reduce as much of this arsenal as possible.19

What is in the Published Document?
The published document stresses Obama’s vision of a world without
nuclear weapons, with the declared vision constituting the raison d’être of
the decisions included in the doctrine itself.20
The first goal defined in the document deals with preventing proliferation
and nuclear terror. For the first time, the threat of the spread of nuclear
weapons to terrorist elements was placed at the top of the United States
formal nuclear agenda. The second element in the document is the reduced
role of nuclear weapons. The United States, it was declared, will not make
use or threaten to make use of nuclear weapons against non-nuclear states
that are members of the NPT and honor their commitments in accordance
with the International Atomic Energy Agency’s verification agreements.
The document also states that the United States will consider using nuclear
weapons only in extreme cases with the goal of defending the essential
interests of the United States, its allies, and its partners. In the meantime,
the United States will continue to strengthen its conventional capabilities
and will reduce the role of nuclear weapons in deterring non-nuclear
attacks, with the goal of deterring a nuclear attack against the United
States, its allies, or its partners as the sole purpose of the nuclear weapons
in its possession.
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A third issue deals with the New START I treaty, and the goal of
preserving strategic deterrence and stability and at the same time reducing
the nuclear arsenal. The focus here is the American commitment to renew
the process of arms control and cooperation with Russia and subsequently
reduce the nuclear force without harming strategic stability.
A fourth goal is to strengthen regional deterrence and strengthen the
United States’ allies. The document states that as long as there are regional
nuclear threats against the United States, its allies, and its partners,
deterrence for them will have to depend on nuclear capability.
The final point is that as long as nuclear weapons exist, the United
States will maintain a safe and effective nuclear force. An increase in
the investment in the existing nuclear force is justified, according to the
document, against the backdrop of the need to confront nuclear proliferation
and terrorism, reduce the nuclear arsenal, and extend the life of the existing
warheads rather than developing new weapons. The document also states
that the United States will not conduct nuclear tests, will act to bring about
the ratification of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) and its entry
into force, and will not develop new warheads.
Critics of the NPR lamented that there were no reductions in any
of the three platforms on which the American nuclear force is based.
That is, Obama decided that there was still a need to rely on bombers,
submarines, and ground missiles. Second, the state of readiness of the
nuclear forces was not changed, despite Obama’s declarations and his
promises to this effect in his election campaign. Third, a decision on the
future of the tactical nuclear forces stationed in Europe was postponed
pending discussion in the framework of NATO.21 Fourth, the United States
retains the possibility of threatening a nuclear state with nuclear weapons
or even of launching a preemptive nuclear strike against it. It can also still
threaten to use nuclear weapons in order to deter, and if necessary, respond
to a non-nuclear attack, such as a large scale conventional attack carried
out by a nuclear state. In addition, this document maintains the ambiguity
that characterized the declared nuclear policy in the past,22 since the only
clarification in the document is that the United States will not commit itself
not to use nuclear weapons to attack a non-nuclear state that attacks it with
chemical or biological weapons if the attacking state does not honor its
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commitments to the NPT. With this declaration, the United States sent a
deterrent message to North Korea and Iran.23
Finally, retaining the option of first use of nuclear weapons was not
essential and was even dangerous, since it could well lead to instability
in crises and to escalation, which would likely increase the chance of
accidents or unintended use of nuclear weapons.24 Furthermore, since the
United States has the largest conventional capability compared to any
other state, it has no need to threaten to use nuclear weapons in order to
respond to a large scale conventional attack. Michael Gerson, who wrote
about the risks involved in retaining the first strike option, emphasized that
ironically, the threat to use nuclear weapons to deter a conventional attack
by an adversary with greater capability is one of the reasons the United
States is concerned about nuclear proliferation to rogue states or terrorist
groups.25
Perhaps, then, the changes to the US nuclear doctrine are mainly
cosmetic in nature. Is it true, as the administration stressed repeatedly,
that the new doctrine reduces American dependence on nuclear weapons?
After all, the document recognizes that both the United States and Russia
have a nuclear arsenal that is significantly larger than what they need
for deterrence. It appears that out of his desire that the Senate ratify the
New START agreement, Obama avoided making far reaching decisions
that would constitute an additional political obstacle. Some might even
say that the published document indicates that although the United States
and Russia have not been strategic adversaries for some time, they both
still adhere to a Cold War strategic concept, which holds that the weapons
possessed by each country are aimed against the other.26

The Nuclear Security Summit

One of the three tools for implementing the vision that Obama touched on
in his Prague speech is strengthening the security of nuclear materials and
nuclear weapons in order to prevent their falling into the hands of terrorist
groups. In April 2010 the President convened an international summit,
attended by over forty heads of state or their representatives, on the topic
of international efforts to confront the threat of proliferation of nuclear
materials (separated plutonium and enriched uranium) to terrorist groups.
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The goal was defined as finding ways to secure all the nuclear materials in
the world within four years.
The summit was designed to bypass subjects of contention between
various states. The conference achieved widespread agreement on the
subject of improving the security of locations where nuclear materials
are stored (military facilities, civilian research reactors, and other
infrastructures). Furthermore, the summit produced a document of
understanding and a working paper, although critics claimed that the
documents ultimately repeated the existing diplomatic understandings
on the subject and were not binding.27 Nevertheless, during the meeting,
several states, such as Ukraine, Canada, Mexico, Chile, Kazakhstan, and
Vietnam, acceded to United States requests and agreed to destroy large
quantities of enriched uranium in civilian facilities. For their part, the
United States and Russia announced that each would destroy thirty-four
tons of plutonium (an amount sufficient for some 17,000 bombs).28
Beyond those gestures, the importance of this summit appeared mainly
to lie in strengthening Obama’s narrative on implementation of his vision.
Indeed, the actual importance of the meeting departed from its declared
goals. Obama used the summit to hold face to face meetings with state
representatives, with the goal of promoting the formation of a coalition to
impose harsher sanctions on Iran29 and to prepare the infrastructure for the
NPT Review Conference the following month.

Conclusion

To what extent have the three developments surveyed above made a
recognizable contribution to the reduction and dismantlement of the
United States nuclear arsenal, and thus to what extent do they constitute
steps in implementing the vision Obama presented in Prague? The Nuclear
Security Summit did not produce significant binding results, but made a
contribution to Obama’s vision through the gestures made by the various
states. In contrast, the contribution of the two other actions is far more
questionable. Although New START was presented by the administration
as a contribution to reduction of the world’s nuclear arsenal, and during
the dispute over its ratification it became a milestone in Obama’s policy,
the treaty responds to the mutual threat perceptions of the United States
and Russia more than it contributes to global disarmament. In an attempt
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to bring about its ratification, the administration even made a commitment
to significantly increase the budget for modernizing the nuclear arsenal
and allotted more than $180 billion over the next decade for this purpose.30
The debates in the United States on ratifying this treaty and on the NPR
emphasized the lack of agreement within the country on the continued
purpose and modernization of the nuclear arsenal, and thus Obama’s
inability to bring about substantive changes in this direction.
In practical terms, therefore, the vision of significantly reducing the
American nuclear arsenal has as yet advanced little. Indeed, the very
measures intended to advance global disarmament have exposed the debate,
ambivalence, and reservations, both within the administration and within
the US government, towards this goal. Thus in spite of the aspiration of
Obama and many others to achieve a world free of nuclear weapons, this
day does not appear to be close.
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The Missile Defense Program:
Tension between the United States and Russia
Uzi Rubin
Introduction

The current tension between the United States and Russia about the
establishment of an anti-ballistic missile defense system in Europe is
not new, rather another twist in a plot that has spanned more than four
decades. Ever since the nuclear intercontinental ballistic missile made its
first appearance as the primary strategic weapon of the two superpowers,
two opposing mindsets about it have prevailed. The first held that it was
necessary to accept the reality that each side could completely obliterate
the other side, and that therefore it was necessary to anchor stability and
national security on MAD – mutual assured deterrence.1 The opposing
notion (usually a minority position) did not find it acceptable to live in
a state of affairs in which the nation’s homeland and population were
hostages to the other side. According to the proponents of this view, it was
necessary to base national security on shutting off the skies to ballistic
missiles by means of advanced technology defensive systems. This tension
between a strategy of deterrence and a strategy of defense is still with us
to this day.
Although throughout the Cold War both powers were hard at work
developing anti-missile defenses – which at the time was a highly
demanding venture – it was the United States that made most of the effort.
At times this endeavor was shaped by technological progress, but at other
times – as was the case with Star Wars – it was a deliberate strategic
enterprise. For its part, the Soviet Union was an unwilling participant in
this venture and preferred to leave MAD in place, for two reasons: first, the
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tremendous expense involved in developing and implementing national
defense systems, and second, its awareness that maintaining MAD
preserved the USSR’s status as the twin superpower of the US and that
any undermining of MAD would challenge that status. Overall, then, the
superpowers focused their efforts both on military steps to further establish
nuclear deterrence and on diplomatic moves to limit and reduce nuclear
and missile stockpiles.
To this day, Russia, the primary successor to the USSR, relies on
strategic deterrence as the basis of its national security, a guarantee
against further erosion of its international standing, and perhaps even a
springboard for reestablishment of a sphere of influence in the region of
the former Soviet bloc. Quite predictably, therefore, any American attempt
to deploy anti-nuclear ballistic missile defense systems makes Russia
edgy, arouses objections, and becomes the focal point of tension between
the two countries.
This paper briefly surveys the history of strategic defense and its
checkered course since the first attempts to intercept ballistic missiles
in flight. The paper elaborates on recent moves by the present American
administration to bridge the gap between strategic defense and strategic
deterrence, and Russia’s response to those moves. The conclusion from the
survey is that we have not heard the last of this story: the present state of
affairs will almost inevitably lead to further tensions between Russia and
the United States about the nuclear balance of power.

Strategic Defense: The Never Ending Story

Russia’s launch of the Sputnik satellite on October 4, 1957 shook American
self-confidence to the core. It demonstrated before one and all that America’s
sovereign territory, hitherto secure from attack by two wide oceans, was
no longer immune to Soviet nuclear weapons.2 This prompted an overt
arms race to amass nuclear ballistic missiles but also a covert arms race to
develop anti-ballistic missile defenses. In the early 1970s, efforts by the
superpowers reached initial technological fruition and both superpowers
deployed strategic defenses. Russia deployed one system around Moscow
to protect the Soviet leadership while the United States deployed its own
system in North Dakota to protect its ballistic missile launch sites there.
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At the same time, both superpowers were quick to develop the antidotes to
means to crack open each other’s strategic defense systems.
It soon became clear to both, however, that between strategic defenses
and strategic deterrence the continued arms race would take an unbearable
economic toll, and they therefore agreed to give up the defensive option.
In 1972, they signed the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (ABM), barring the
deployment of new anti-ballistic defense systems. The treaty allowed both
sides to continue operating the systems that had already been deployed,
on condition that they would be limited to one single site and not include
more than 100 interceptors. The United States chose to dismantle its
already deployed missile defense site in North Dakota (today the site is a
museum and is open to visitors), while the Soviet Union decided to leave
its Moscow defense system intact and operational, as it is to this day.
This, however, was not the end of the story for strategic defense – if
anything the opposite was true. In May 1983, President Ronald Reagan, who
had always loathed the idea that the security of the United States was based
on the ability to kill millions of people and destroy the planet, announced his
Strategic Defense Initiative and called on the scientists who had developed
nuclear arms to come up with a way to intercept ballistic missiles in flight,
thereby rendering nuclear weapons “impotent and obsolete.”3 The idea was
to make use of a spectrum of futuristic technologies – with an emphasis
on space-based energy weapons – to hit and destroy missiles in flight (the
media called the initiative “Star Wars,” after George Lucas’ 1977 science
fiction movie by that name). Yet despite the massive investment of billions
of dollars, it became clear that the task was beyond the technology of the
time (and most probably even that of today). The Soviet Union, fearful that
its strategic deterrence might be neutralized, secretly launched a similar
effort that yielded the same disappointing results. Many analysts, including
some Russian thinkers, saw the Star Wars race as the straw that broke the
USSR’s back and brought about its fall, rendering Stars Wars unnecessary.
The ambitious project was terminated once President Clinton took office,
and the already allocated budgets went into developing tactical defense
systems against short range missiles to protect American forces deployed
around the world.
Yet this too was not the end of strategic defense, and it resurfaced
during Clinton’s second term in office. After a number of eventless years
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regarding proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, a chain of events
was suddenly unleashed in 1998 proving that the diplomatic efforts to
control nuclear arms and missiles had not produced the desired results.
These events began with North Korea launching a satellite by a three stage
missile that oveflew Japan,4 continued with India and Pakistan conducting
nuclear tests, gathered momentum with the Rumsfeld Commission report
determining that Third World countries could conceivably threaten the
United States with surface-to-surface intercontinental missiles within five
years, and peaked with Iran’s first test of the Shahab-3 missile. The US
Congress, at the time Republican, demanded that the President establish
a national defense system that would protect the United States against the
intercontinental nuclear ballistic missiles of rogue states. According to
Republican Congressmen, MAD, which had maintained stability during
the Cold War, would have no relevance vis-à-vis states with extremist
ideologies. Moreover, accepting the situation of mutual deterrence
between the only superpower still standing – the United States – and fifthrate countries such as North Korea was unacceptable, as this would mean
recognition, de facto and de jure, of the rights of marginal states to threaten
the United States with nuclear weapons.
Consequently, President Clinton reluctantly signed the National
Defense Authorization Act, which stipulated that the United States would
establish a defense system against a limited attack of ballistic missiles on
US territory. The formative idea was to develop a limited defense capability
against rogue states whose long range missiles arsenals would presumably
be small, in any case smaller than that of the USSR. This concept of limited
defense made both Congress and the administration believe that they could
have their cake and eat it too – to deploy a strategic defense system that
would not affect Russia’s strategic deterrence – an “Iron Sieve” rather
than an “Iron Dome.” The bill authorized the development of a defense
system based on a giant intercepting missile weighing more than 20 tons,
an enormous fire control radar installed on a sea-going oil drilling barge,
plus auxiliary radars and extensive command and control systems.5 It was
decided to deploy the system in two West Coast sites, one in Alaska and
the other in California. This deployment testified to the priority given to
protecting the US against North Korean missiles.6
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In order to legalize the system’s deployment, President George W. Bush
terminated the ABM treaty in 2002 following a 6-month advance notice
as stipulated by the treaty, and instructed that the defense system become
operational by 2004. Development of the system was erratic and seemed
to strain even the seemingly boundless US R&D capacity, yet despite the
limited record of success in interception tests, Initial Operational Capability
(IOC) was declared in 2004, just as President Bush had instructed. The
huge interceptors entered series production and started their deployment to
their West Coast sites. What remained in question was the defense of the
East Coast of the United States against Iranian missiles: Should the system
be deployed to a third site, and if so, where?

The Third Site

The development of a new national defense system met with fierce
criticism from America’s European allies. One of their major complaints
was that strategic defense of the American homeland would be tantamount
to the decoupling of American national security from that of the rest of
the Western allies, abrogating the basic principle of indivisible defense
of the West.7 What the critics clearly wanted was for the US to desist
from strategic defense and for the Western alliance to uphold the policy
of pure strategic deterrence. The Bush administration, however, turned
this argument on its head and decided to build the third site not on the
East Coast – from where it could defend only the United States – but in
Eastern Europe, from where it could defend both Europe and the United
States against Iranian missiles. Following some preliminary studies, it
appeared that a third site with radar in the Czech Republic and interceptors
in northeastern Poland would be able to intercept Iranian missiles launched
against targets in Eastern, Central, and Western Europe as well as targets
on the US East Coast. Independent studies published in the open literature
supported this conclusion.8
Consequently, in 2007 the Bush administration entered into negotiations
with the Czech Republic and Poland to deploy elements of the third site on
their territories – a radar installation near Prague and a launching site with
ten interceptors in the northeastern Polish town of Morag. Despite some
domestic opposition, the Czech and Polish governments welcomed the
American request, as they viewed the permanent deployment of American
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forces on their soil as an American guarantee of their security against
the rising might of Russia under President Putin. Other European allies,
however, took it badly, partly because of the bilateral nature of the direct
negotiations between the US and the two European countries involved,
circumventing both “Europe” as a whole as well as the NATO institutions.9
However, the most profound – and perhaps most unexpected –
opposition to the plan came from Russia. In 2007, then-President Vladimir
Putin equated the deployment of the third site with “a rekindling of the
Cold War.” Official Russian spokespeople followed suit with other harsh
denunciations. Russia threatened to deploy surface-to-surface missiles
against third site assets were they to be positioned in Poland and the Czech
Republic and hinted that it might withdraw from the 1987 IntermediateRange Nuclear Forces Treaty, which prohibited the development and
deployment of intermediate range surface-to-surface missiles. The
Russians claimed that a third site at the selected locations was really aimed
against them, not Iran, because the paucity of Iran’s capabilities in missile
development did not represent a real threat against Europe, and even less so
against the United States, and that America’s public rationale was merely
a pretext. In addition, the heavy, high velocity interceptors of the third
site were capable of intercepting Russian intercontinental ballistic missiles
fired at the United States from Russian bases, thereby lowering Russia’s
deterrence. The issue was portrayed as an American plot to undermine
Russia’s stature of a superpower. Thus the attempt to craft a limited defense
approach aimed specifically against the “axis of evil” that would not be
perceived by Russia as an attempt to erode its strategic deterrence did not
succeed, and relations between the two countries reached a new low.

President Obama and the Phased Adaptive Approach

Since the beginning of his term, President Obama has viewed relations
with Russia as one of the crucial building blocs of his foreign policy to
advance his vision of a world free of nuclear weapons. As the third site
was one of the major obstacles in these relations, Obama needed to defuse
the situation by selecting another option, whether by replacing the third
site with even more modest defense systems that would be incapable of
threatening Russia’s ICBMs or by giving up the entire concept of deploying
US defense systems in Europe. The second option was unpalatable, given
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the European dissatisfaction with President Obama’s focus on domestic
issues and his apparent neglect of the Atlantic alliance. Therefore, the
administration chose the first option and announced it with much fanfare
in mid 2009.
Underlying the new approach was an updated intelligence assessment
presented by Secretary of Defense Robert Gates on September 17, 2009,
estimating that Iran’s progress in intermediate surface-to-surface missiles
(i.e., missiles capable of threatening Europe) was faster than previously
envisaged but that its progress in intercontinental range missiles (i.e.,
missiles that could threaten the United States) was slower than expected.10
The inherent paradox encapsulated within this statement11 did not prevent
the administration from outlining the new program as follows:
a. The size of America’s national defense system deployed on the West
Coast would be frozen at its present level.
b. “Proven” systems based on the US Navy’s tactical defense system (the
Aegis system with Standard Missile 3 interceptors) would be deployed
in Europe.
c. The deployment would be implemented in phases linked to the rate
of threat increase. In the first phase, defense of southeastern Europe
would be deployed by the permanent stationing of Aegis ships in the
eastern Mediterranean. In the second phase, a ground based version of
the naval system would be deployed in Romania. In the third phase, the
ground version would be deployed in Poland but with more advanced
interceptors. Up to that point, the deployed systems would be able
to defend Europe but not the United States. Finally, should a threat
develop against the United States (author’s emphasis), even more
advanced interceptors, capable of striking Iranian intercontinental
missiles aimed at the United States, would be deployed in Poland.
Close reading reveals that the fourth phase of the plan differs perhaps
in its details but not in essence from Bush’s third site, the major difference
being that it is not a deterministic phase but one that seemingly depended
on the evolution of the threat. Moreover, the time allotted for implementing
this phase, about ten years, does not leave much room for deliberation. If
the administration wants to have the means to defend the United States
from the European continent within a decade, it does not have that time to
examine the evolution of the threat; rather, it must start to build the new
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and more powerful interceptor right now. This second inherent paradox
also did not prevent the administration from presenting its plan as a
technological and diplomatic breakthrough.
Indeed, this is precisely how the new plan, dubbed the Phased Adaptive
Approach (PAA), was received both in the United States and in Europe. The
PAA was greeted with much enthusiasm all around and hailed on account
of the (mis)understanding that it had succeeded to square the circle, so to
speak, and to provide the magic formula that would recouple the security
of the United States to that of the entire West, guaranteeing American
commitment to Eastern Europe while at the same time assuaging Russia’s
fears. Reality, however, proved otherwise.

Russia’s Reaction and the New START Treaty Negotiations

At the outset, Russia greeted the new plan coldly. As time passed and details
of the plan emerged and as the US administration began to negotiate in
earnest with East European countries (Bulgaria) to station defense systems
on their soil, Russian criticism mounted until its rhetoric reached the level
of the third site controversy. Senior Russian spokespersons characterized
the new plan as being “as bad as its predecessor or worse.”12 Vladimir Putin,
now serving as Russia’s prime minister, attacked not just the new plan
but also the very idea of strategic defense, i.e., not just the deployment in
Eastern Europe but also the deployment of national defense systems on the
US West Coast.13 Russia’s objections thus expanded from the immediate
cause of deploying missile defense in Europe into the wider cause, similar
to that of the Soviet Union during the Cold War and the ABM treaty, i.e., a
sweeping objection to strategic defense, no matter where deployed or for
what reason.
The Russians demanded the incorporation of this principle – a ban on
strategic defense – in the text of the New START treaty, which was being
negotiated at the time and was viewed by President Obama as one of the
most significant expressions of his foreign policy: a combination of his
“reset” policy vis-à-vis Russia with the reduction of nuclear weapons to
realize his vision of a nuclear free world. Obama, already committed to the
US national missile defense concept and to the deployment of defenses in
Europe, refused outright. When the situation appeared headed for a crisis,
President Obama telephoned President Medvedev and told him that the
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United States’ position on the issue was “take it or leave it.” The United
States was not prepared to agree to make the reduction of nuclear weapons
contingent on any limitations on strategic defense.
In the end, a compromise was reached: the main text of the agreement
would not contain any reference to anti-missile defense, but the US
negotiators agreed that it would be mentioned in the preamble. Formally,
the preamble is not binding, and this gave the semblance that President
Obama’s stubborn line prevailed. In reality, this is not clear at all. The
eighth paragraph of the preamble reads as follows:
Recognizing the existence of the interrelationship between
strategic offensive arms and strategic defensive arms, that this
interrelationship will become more important as strategic nuclear
arms are reduced, and that current strategic defensive arms do
not undermine the viability and effectiveness of the strategic
offensive arms of the Parties.14
Like all preambles, the words convey the spirit of the agreement, so
to speak, and are not operationally binding. Nonetheless, this paragraph
gives Russia the room to object and claim violations of the spirit of the
treaty should the United States implement its phased adaptive approach
in full. The paragraph states that current strategic defensive arms do not
undermine the strategic balance, i.e., Russia is willing to accept strategic
defense systems already in position in the United States and the tactical
defense systems planned to be deployed in the first three phases of the
PAA. At the same time, the fourth phase involves the deployment of
powerful interceptor missiles not currently deployed and that still need
to be developed and tested.15 Russia, then, maintains the right to oppose
it should the United States implement the fourth phase – for all practical
purposes, a ticking time bomb in terms of American-Russian relations –
or decide to enhance the defense system already deployed in the United
States by adding interceptors or deploying another site on American soil.
The US’ own interpretation is obviously very different. As far as the
US administration is concerned, the paragraph in the preamble does not
commit it to any limitation in the present or future. This is not how it
is seen in Russia. The general satisfaction expressed in Russia following
the signing of the treaty is evidence that for the government there, the
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paragraph of the preamble resurrects the ABM treaty, if not in word then
in spirit.

The NATO Summit in Lisbon

The issue of territorial missile defense in Europe, with all its complexities
and sensitivities, assumed center stage in the preparatory discussions for
the NATO summit, took place in Lisbon in November 2010. The summit’s
objective was to approve a new, updated definition of the goals, policy,
and strategy of the Atlantic alliance in view of the far reaching global
developments since the previous reassessment in 1999 – in fact, to redefine
afresh the purpose and the mission of the alliance. The issue of European
missile defense received intense attention, both in the summit discussions
and in the summit’s concluding statement, in which no less than five (out
of fifty-four) paragraphs were devoted to the subject There is no doubt
that the Russian perspective played a significant part in the preliminary
discussions and concluding statement. Presumably the declarations were
by and large acceptable to Russia, as President Medvedev was invited to
address the summit plenum.
The Lisbon summit declaration includes the following principles:
a. Missile defense will henceforth become a third pillar of NATO’s
military capability, side by side – and with equal standing – with
conventional and nuclear capabilities.
b. The NATO alliance is obligated to defend the populations and territories
of its European members against the threat of ballistic missiles (though
no mention is made of the source of the threat).
c. The alliance will develop and deploy a territorial missile defense
system that will offer protection to its European members. President
Obama’s PAA plan will form the core of this system.
d. Russia is invited to cooperate with NATO in this endeavor and to
integrate its own missile defense assets with those of NATO.
There is no doubt that this conclusion is a significant achievement for
President Obama’s policy of engagement with the US European allies and
his policy of “reset” vis-à-vis Russia. This achievement, which the Obama
administration will undoubtedly portray as one of its major diplomatic
successes, was achieved at the cost of the linkage between the security
of the United States and that of Europe, at least as far as the threat of
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missiles from rogue countries is involved. The controversy with Russia
was resolved by the ingenious expedient of committing NATO to defend
only the territory and populations of its European members. The result
was the nearly surrealistic situation whereby the NATO alliance, with full
American blessing, had in fact undertaken to forego the defense of the
national territories of two of its founding members – the United States
and Canada. In more concrete terms, the limited commitment of NATO’s
territorial missile defense will make redundant – and in all probability will
not deploy – those powerful interceptors of the fourth phase in the PAA
needed for defending the US from European sites, the selfsame missiles
that so incensed the Russians. Instead, the interceptors that will defend
Europe only will be primarily tactical missiles with limited capabilities
and will not pose a threat to Russia’s ICBMs. The fourth phase of the PAA
– the phase in which the powerful interceptors are supposed to be deployed
in Poland – has thus lost its raison d’être and may well be cancelled at the
end of the day. With this apparent American concession, the ticking bomb
buried in Obama’s PAA has been seemingly neutralized.
Limiting NATO’s commitment to defend only the European homeland
leaves the US national defense system outside the umbrella of the Atlantic
Treaty, outside the consensus with the allies, and outside the tacit agreements
with Russia. An interesting situation has been created in which it is not
inconceivable that the European system will not be linked to the American
one, and in which Turkey, for example, could veto the transfer of data
from the European system’s radar to the US system and thereby obstruct
America’s self defense against Iranian missiles. Moreover, deleting the US
system from the Lisbon summit understandings will encourage Russia in
its objections against any expansion of that system, not the least against
deploying a third site on US territory to replace the defunct third site in
Europe.
Russia has every reason to be satisfied with the Lisbon summit declaration
and regard it as another success in its uncompromising policy against US
strategic defense. Indeed, Russia has wasted no time in taking advantage
of this achievement and is already leveraging it into even more ambitious
political goals. The ink on NATO’s invitation to Russia about cooperation
in the defense of Europe was not yet dry before President Medvedev
called for dividing Europe into “defense zones.” According to Medvedev’s
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suggestion (made in closed forums), NATO’s defense systems cannot
be linked to Russia’s because of concerns over secrecy and information
security. Therefore, the best way is to divide Europe into two zones – one
that would be protected by Russia and the other by NATO. Where is the
border of the “Russian zone”? Obviously, the Russian President did not
go into details but it is possible to decipher his vision. It seems that the
objective of contemporary Russia to return to the previous Soviet zone of
influence in Eastern Europe remains steadfast, and the cooperation Russia
was offered on anti-missile defense is liable to be used to promote it.

Ratification of New START Triggers another Controversy

Following his success in the Lisbon summit, President Obama turned his
time and energy towards persuading the Senate to ratify the New START
treaty. The language of the preamble that links strategic deterrence to
strategic defense with its implied limitation of the United States’ freedom of
action in missile defense drew intense criticism from conservative senators.
The Democrats’ losses in the midterm elections of November 2010 implied
that if the New START treaty were not ratified by the incumbent Senate, it
would probably be rejected by the next Senate, thereby delivering a serious
blow to the President’s policy and personal prestige.
In an effort to persuade Republican senators to ratify New START
before they recessed, the President sent them a letter explicitly committing
himself to full realization of the phased adaptive approach. President
Obama declared that “as long as I am President, and as long as the
Congress provides the necessary funding, the United States will
continue to develop and deploy effective missile defenses to protect
the United States, our deployed forces, and our allies and partners.” He
further affirmed, “My Administration plans to deploy all four phases of
the EPAA.”16 To be sure, this was a reaffirmation of the obligation to
deploy in essence an Obama version of Bush’s third site – the selfsame
third site that irked the Russian government so much in the first place.
One could say that the President was being clever and that limiting his
commitment to his term in office – “as long as I am President” – emptied
it of all meaning, since by 2020 when the fourth phase is scheduled
to be implemented, Barack Obama will no longer be the president of
the US, even if reelected in 2012. Nevertheless it was impossible to
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dismiss such a presidential commitment, and some of the key opponents
to the treaty’s ratification changed their minds, citing the President’s
commitment as a condition for supporting ratification. The Senate had
the necessary majority, and New START was ratified on December 22,
2010. As anticipated by several senators, the final ratification document
includes caveats that makes this ratification contingent on the US
freedom of action concerning strategic defense.
As far as the Russian government was concerned, the idea that the
Senate’s ratification was contingent on freedom of action in strategic
defense undermined what it saw as one of its major achievement in the
treaty. Thus, the Russian media immediately reacted with vehemence,
and the Russian Federation’s legislature came out with fierce criticism.
Some argued that if the Senate’s ratification were made contingent on the
President’s promise, Russia for its part should not ratify the treaty. On the
other hand, Prime Minister Putin, still the power in Russia, congratulated
President Medvedev on the Senate’s ratification, thereby ensuring that
even if the Senate decision included a contingency clause, the Duma
would ratify it, as in fact occurred. Thus, the New START treaty has indeed
come into being, but with opposing interpretations of its implications to
strategic defense. The controversy is far from over, and the treaty has at
most papered over the chasm between the two sides rather than bridge it.

Conclusion

The tension between Russia and the United States over strategic defense
dates back to the Cold War and stems from fundamentally opposing views
on strategic deterrence and strategic defense. The current flare up of this
tension involves not merely the bilateral nuclear balance between the two
powers but also the multilateral balance that now includes rogue states
already armed with nuclear weapons, such as North Korea, and incipient
rogue nuclear powers such as Iran. The United States is striving to base its
policy vis-à-vis such rogue states on a mix of deterrence and defense, while
Russia refuses to allow the United States freedom of action in this regard.
The Russian stance is that any American strategic defense is unacceptable
even if meant to defend against a third party. The American approach is
that the world has changed and is no longer bipolar. For its part, Russia
maintains that nothing has changed and that the nuclear balance between
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Russia and the United States has always been and still is the only game in
town.
The ratification of New START eased this tension somewhat, and
NATO’s new policy, as announced at the Lisbon summit, will almost
certainly ease it further. On the other hand, the controversy over the
ratification of the new treaty indicates that the embers are still glowing
under the seemingly cold ashes. It would be only prudent to assume that
this is merely a time out and that the tension will resurface with full force
if and when a new, less compromising US administration takes office. The
growing missile and nuclear capabilities in North Korea and Iran are likely
to accelerate plans for deploying strategic defenses against them. Even
without such external players, the very existence of an American national
defense system will continue to flash a red warning signal to Russia,
and any US administration that will plan to modernize or expand it is
bound to encounter intense Russian objections. As long as this unbridged
gap between the Russian and American worldviews about bilateral and
multilateral nuclear relations exists, the question of strategic defense will
remain a constant bone of contention.
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“MAD” was revamped by the media to stand for mutual assured destruction.
Great Britain suffered a similar shock in 1910, after the first successful flight
from Calais to Dover, which meant that the English Channel could no longer
ensure Britain’s imperviousness to hostile attacks from the air.
President Reagan presented the initiative in a speech broadcast on May 23, 1983.
This was perhaps one of the best demonstrations of his impressive ability to
convey popular messages. In order to clarify the notion of exchanging second
strike strategy with a strategy of defense, he asked rhetorically, “Wouldn’t it be
better to save lives than to avenge them?”
The satellite did not in fact begin orbiting earth because of a malfunction during
the third phase of the missile, but it functioned perfectly during the first two
phases. The fragments apparently fell to earth in or near Alaska.
According to current American custom, the system does not have its own
name. Its official moniker is the acronym GMDS – Ground-based Midcourse
Defense System. The intercepting missile is called the GBI – the Ground Based
Interceptor, while the radar is called the SBX – Sea Based X-band radar.
Because the weapon system under discussion is not constructed of separate
batteries but is rather a global system of interceptors, warning satellites, and long
range radars, the proper term is “site.”
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See Bradley Graham, Hit to Kill: The New Battle over Shielding America from
Missile Attack (New York: Public Affairs, 2001), pp. 165-68.
Detailed research on the expected capabilities of the third site was presented
by Dean Wilkening of the Center for International Security and Cooperation,
Stanford University, in May 2009 at the Royal United Services Institute in
London. The conclusions supported the American administration’s assertions
that the third site would have the capacity to defend both Europe and the US
East Coast against Iranian missiles. See http://www.rusi.org/events/past/
ref:E4930106FE7696/info:public/infoID:E4A38B59475CF7/.
See, e.g., CRS Report to Congress, “Long Range Ballistic Missile Defense in
Europe,” September 3, 2008, p. 2, http://italy.usembassy.gov/pdf/other/RL34051.
pdf.
For the full transcript of Secretary of Defense Gates’ speech, see http://www.
defense.gov/transcripts/transcript.aspx?transcriptid=4479.
All states that develop ballistic missiles start with short range missiles. On the
basis of cumulative experience, they then develop mid range missiles, and from
these they develop intercontinental ones. This sequence is necessarily rooted in
basic engineering logic, and it is unreasonable to assume that Iran would be an
exception. It then stands to reason that faster than expected development in short
and mid range missiles means, perforce, faster than expected development in
intercontinental ranges missile capability, rendering Gates’ statement paradoxical.
In an article entitled “Mr. Nyet” published on March 5, 2010 in the Russian
English-language daily Moscow Times, Michael Bohn quoted Deputy Prime
Minister Sergei Ivanov (the former defense minister) as saying that Obama’s
alternate plan (i.e., the phased adaptive approach) was “just as bad [as the Bush
plan] or even worse.”
At a news conference in Vladivostok on December 29, 2009, Prime Minister
Putin said: “What is the problem? The problem is that our American partners
are building an anti-missile shield and we are not building one….By building
such an umbrella over themselves, our [US] partners could feel themselves fully
secure and will do whatever they want, which upsets the balance.” See http://
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8433352.stm.
See http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/140035.pdf.
The Obama administration is intentionally obscuring the issues by calling all
types of missiles to be deployed in Europe by virtually the same name – “Standard
Missile 3” (SM3). The difference is “only” in its sub-versions. Standard Missile
3 Version Block IA, which has been in operational service for about three years,
will be used in the first phase. The version called Block IB, which is fairly similar
to its predecessor only with a more advanced sensor now in development, will be
deployed in the second phase. The version called Block IIA, which is actually a
new missile currently in joint development by the United States and Japan, will
be deployed in the third phase. The “version” misleadingly called Block IIB is
an altogether new missile with much higher performance than its predecessors,
similar to the performance of the GBI missile, which was planned for deployment
in Bush’s third site, located in the same geographical spot in Poland as Phase 4
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of the PAA. The first version certainly fits the definition of a “current” system.
The second and third versions, presently under development, could perhaps be
squeezed in as “current.” Under no circumstances, however, could the fourth
version – actually a brand new missile - be described as “current.”
16 Obama’s Letter to Senate on Missile Defense and New START, December 18,
2010, http://www.america.gov/st/texttrans-english/2010/December/2010122011
2111su0.6327565.html?CP.rss=true.

International Nuclear Nonproliferation
Agreements: Current Status and Future Prospects
Ephraim Asculai
On April 5, 2009, President Obama presented in Prague an ambitious
three-part strategy to address the international nuclear threat: a) proposing
measures to reduce and eventually eliminate existing nuclear arsenals;
b) strengthening the Non-Proliferation Treaty and halting proliferation
of nuclear weapons to additional states; and c) preventing terrorists from
acquiring nuclear weapons or materials.1 This essay deals with the second
topic – halting the proliferation of nuclear weapons. It discusses nuclearrelated international agreements that the international community addressed
in 2010: the completed but not entered into force Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT), the proposed Fissile Materials Cutoff Treaty (FMCT),
export controls agreements, and the currently non-formalized Proliferation
Security Initiative (PSI). Each of these is a stand-alone initiative; they are
not mutually dependent, and are independent of any other international
binding instrument. The first three come to limit the ability of states to
develop and test nuclear weapons, while the fourth is geared to the detection
and prevention of the trafficking of nuclear components to and from states
and non-state actors.
Another issue discussed in the following analysis is verification. It is the
sine qua non of the nonproliferation community, indeed of the arms control
community to require that all related treaties and agreements be verifiable.
Yet while on the face of it this appears a basic, inherent requirement, not
all treaties and agreements are effectively verifiable. There are treaties that
are technically difficult if not nearly impossible to verify. The Biological
and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC) is a case in point, where it is
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difficult to distinguish between pure research, defensive research, and
warfare agents development activities. In other cases, the insistence on
comprehensive verification can be counterproductive. This could well be
the case for the CTBT and the FMCT.

The CTBT

The text of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, which bans all forms and
yields (sizes) of nuclear explosions, was finalized at the Conference on
Disarmament (CD) in Geneva in 1996. The treaty text was then transferred
to the United Nations for approval, since the CD, a consensual forum, could
not agree on it. The UN gave its approval, and on September 24, 1996 the
treaty was opened for signature and ratification. More than fourteen years
later, the CTBT has not yet entered into force. Forty-four treaty-specified
states must ratify it before this can happen. While most required states
have done so, nine have not, including the United States, North Korea,
India, and Pakistan.2
The treaty is non-discriminatory and verifiable, and obligates (Article I)
“each State Party…not to carry out any nuclear weapon test explosion or
any other nuclear explosion, and to prohibit and prevent any such nuclear
explosion at any place under its jurisdiction or control.”3 The CTBT
Organization is to “achieve the object and purpose of this Treaty, to ensure
the implementation of its provisions, including those for international
verification of compliance with it.” The verification mechanism consists
of an instrumented International Monitoring System (IMS) and an On-Site
Inspection mechanism (OSI). While the IMS is already up and running, the
OSI cannot be applied until the treaty enters into force.
The CTBT is considered to be one of the mainstays of the nonproliferation
regime, and its “early entry into force” is the first of the thirteen “practical
steps for the systematic and progressive efforts to implement Article VI of
the [NPT]” that were listed in the final document of the 2000 NPT Review
Conference.4 However, is the CTBT’s entry into force indeed an essential
step to achieve nuclear disarmament? Can it be bypassed? Moreover, is the
treaty’s verification mechanism an essential element? Can the requirements
of the treaty be achieved without this cumbersome and costly mechanism?
There can be little doubt that even on a stand-alone basis, the basic
requirement of stopping all nuclear explosions is critical. Nuclear
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explosions have caused much damage, both on the political level and on the
level of environmental and safety issues. Stopping nuclear explosions is an
effective way of restraining (albeit not negating) nuclear proliferation. The
five nuclear weapons states (NWS) recognized this when each announced
a moratorium on nuclear testing. However, three other states have carried
out declared nuclear tests since the CTBT was first opened for signature
and ratification. These three – India, Pakistan, and North Korea – were not
signatories to the treaty, and thus were not obligated to “refrain from acts
which would defeat the object and purpose of a treaty.”5 In contrast, all
signatories to the treaty are obligated to refrain from carrying out nuclear
explosions of any kind, even before they ratify the treaty. Of the nine
essential states that have not ratified the CTBT, only India, Pakistan, and
North Korea have not even signed it. The others are already obligated,
by their signature, not to carry out nuclear explosions. It appears, then,
that should these three states sign the treaty, its main purpose, stopping
all nuclear explosions, will have been fulfilled. Which brings us to an
interesting question: is the CTBT verification regime really necessary?
Article IV of the CTBT states: “In order to verify compliance with
this Treaty, a verification regime shall be established.” The same article
defines the purpose of on-site inspections: “The sole purpose of an on-site
inspection shall be to clarify whether a nuclear weapon test explosion or
any other nuclear explosion has been carried out in violation of Article
I and, to the extent possible, to gather any facts which might assist in
identifying any possible violator.”6 The implicit assumption is that anyone
carrying out a nuclear explosion will try to conceal this fact from the rest
of the world. This could well be true for very low explosion yields, on the
order of tens of kilograms of TNT equivalent or less. These explosions
are part of the research and development of nuclear weapons.7 Some of
the NWS tried, during the drafting of the treaty, to have these low yield
explosions exempt, but insistence on this could have undermined the treaty
as a whole because of the strong opposition of others to this exemption. It
is certain that no IMS could detect such low yield explosions. In this case,
any information could come to light only through intelligence information,
some of which is inadmissible as evidence for a demand for an on-site
inspection.8
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At the other end of the scale, any significant explosion yield, from one
kiloton TNT equivalent and upwards, is very difficult if not impossible
to conceal. Regarding the tests carried out by the three states, however, it
is quite evident that they did not want to conceal them. On the contrary,
they wanted them to be confirmed by the CTBTO, as this served them
well towards demonstration of the nuclear weapons capabilities in
their respective deterrence schemes. Thus, the nuclear explosions were
confirmed by the actors themselves, and there was no need to ascertain the
facts independently. An interesting case was the most recent North Korean
explosion, in May 2009. This explosion was detected by the IMS seismic
monitoring system.9 However, there was no independent confirmation that
this was a nuclear explosion, since no radioactive debris was found in the
atmosphere.10 Even if the CTBT were in force, there would have been no
treaty-based justification for demanding an on-site inspection, since North
Korea freely admitted that this was a nuclear explosion and that it was the
violator.
The remaining possibility is that a state would want to carry out a
concealed full-size nuclear explosion test. This is a doubtful scenario in
today’s world. The situation was different up to the early 1990s, when the
treaty was negotiated, and Soviet, Chinese, and French underground tests
were fresh in everyone’s mind.11 Thus, while the declarative value of the
CTBT and the value of the IMS mechanism are indisputable, the on-site
inspection mechanism has become somewhat irrelevant in today’s reality.12
It is, however, debatable whether if there were no on-site inspection
mechanism in place, states would conduct nuclear explosions that could
later be denied.
An additional critical question is whether the CTBT is indeed an
essential first step (out of the thirteen) “for the systematic and progressive
efforts” towards nuclear disarmament. It is doubtful whether this is the
case. It is certainly a confidence building measure; it is a “nice to have”
treaty. However, disarmament can unquestionably take place with or
without the CTBT coming into force. Even if it came into force, it would
still not be binding on any state non-signatory to the treaty or on a nonstate actor.13 Moreover, too many treaties have been broken or misused
when high priority issues for one of the contracting parties were at stake.
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Finally, it should be recalled that President Obama put the ratification
of the CTBT high on his priority list of items in the context of nuclear
weapons disarmament,14 although it was later accorded a lower priority
than the ratification of the New START treaty.15 The ratification of the
CTBT in the US Senate is no easy matter. It requires two thirds of the
senators voting for ratification, and this is uncertain at present. In 1999
President Clinton failed in the effort to ratify the treaty, and it may well
be just as difficult for the current administration, especially with Obama’s
smaller majority in the Senate following the midterm elections. On the
other hand, there is now a stronger bi-partisan coalition calling for CTBT
ratification, since it is claimed that the US does not need further testing
for technical reasons, and ratification would enhance the US standing in
the nonproliferation community and reestablish its leadership role. As to
whether the CTBT’s entry into force would prevent burgeoning nuclear
weapons states from developing sophisticated nuclear explosives and
warheads,16 even if the US were to ratify the CTBT, it is doubtful whether
the treaty would come into force in the near future, since the issue of some
of the other non-ratifiers whose signature is essential for this purpose –
North Korea, India, and Pakistan – would have to be resolved.

The FMCT

The proposal for a treaty to end the production of fissile materials for use
in nuclear weapons (a fissile materials cutoff treaty – FMCT) has been on
the table since 1992, when President George H. Bush proposed a treaty
to ban the production of these materials.17 The third of the thirteen steps
from the 2000 NPT RevCon final document emphasizes “the necessity of
negotiations in the Conference on Disarmament on a non-discriminatory,
multilateral and internationally and effectively verifiable treaty banning
the production of fissile material for nuclear weapons or other nuclear
explosive devices.” Fourteen years after President Bush’s proposal, when
no progress to speak of had been made on the matter, President George W.
Bush proposed an agenda for talks on a treaty of this nature. This agenda
did away with one of the more important provisos that were previously
considered – that the treaty would be verifiable. However, even this did not
get the talks off the ground, and although there seemed to be some progress
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at the CD, no breakthrough was achieved. In the summer of 2010, the
situation at the CD was similar; the US blamed Pakistan for the stalemate.18
In his April 2009 Prague speech, when President Obama laid out his
vision for nuclear disarmament, he said: “The United States will seek a
new treaty that verifiably ends the production of fissile materials intended
for use in state nuclear weapons.” Noble aspirations aside, it is difficult to
resolve the difficult political, material, and procedural issues entailed by
this treaty.

Political Issues
In April 2010, the main objection at the CD to proceeding with discussions
of an FMCT came from Pakistan, which is primarily concerned with its
nuclear imbalance with India. However, it is also eager to move from
its enriched uranium-based weapons to plutonium-based weapons, even
though it has not yet accumulated sufficient quantities of this material for
such a move. Pakistan thus managed to effectively block any progress at
the CD on discussion of a draft text of an FMCT.
Another issue, championed by Egypt, is the requirement that all
parties should declare their existing stocks of fissile materials when the
treaty comes into force. The reasons underlying this are different from
the Pakistani considerations: the drive to force Israel to end its policy of
opacity, even if it does not entail the formal joining of the NPT.
Material Issues
Of the material issues, the issue of verification is probably the most difficult.
In order to be effective, verification has to: a) cover all known production
facilities (i.e., uranium enrichment and reactor fuel reprocessing plants) and
their products; b) search effectively for any undeclared facilities; c) search
for any undeclared materials, including those produced in such facilities or
acquired from other sources; and d) assure that no fissile material has been
diverted from peaceful uses to nuclear explosives.
The first requirement is the simplest, albeit still a very complicated
and costly task. However, if the Additional Protocol (AP) is applied, the
probability of failure is limited, though not totally reduced to zero. The
second requirement, the search for undeclared facilities, is much more
difficult and would arouse serious objections from the inspected parties
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if it became more intrusive than they were willing to accept. States
remain sovereign over their territory, and will always be able to limit the
intrusiveness of foreign inspectors. This could seriously hamper the goal
of uncovering covert installations, materials, and activities. The search for
fissile materials, the third requirement, is an almost impossible task, since
these are easily hidden and notoriously difficult to uncover. The fourth task
cannot be carried out unless stocks are included in the initial declaration
and later monitored and accounted for.
If a verification regime for those who become parties to the treaty is
mandated, it would probably resemble the present IAEA inspection regime,
the AP included. There are tasks that the present regime cannot undertake
and some that probably cannot be fulfilled. In addition, the international
community would expect the verification mechanism to provide assurances
as to the credibility of the states, affirming that they have done no wrong.
This cannot be done. There is no way that any verification system can
provide assurances about the absence of concealed activities or materials in
a given state. Any such assurances (such as those implied in the text of the
AP, and in several statements and reports of then-IAEA Director General
ElBaradei on the results of inspections in Iran) would be misleading, and
their consequences fraught with danger. Indeed, an ineffective verification
mechanism could be even worse than a treaty without verification, since a
false sense of security can be more problematic than a situation whereby
states are committed to a treaty without verification, where suspicion
would exist.
A rogue state with no previous nuclear program or infrastructure that
decides on a nuclear weapons development program would not have
been subject to verification, or for that matter been a party to the FMCT.
Today these states are exempt from even the limited full scope inspection
regime. They would be able to carry out a clandestine nuclear weapons
development program, probably based on a secret uranium enrichment
facility, which can be relatively undetectable. It would be useless to expect
the inspection organization to even visit all states that would be parties to
the FMCT, let alone conduct a thorough inspection of their territories.
Another possible pitfall of an FMCT is the definition of high enriched
uranium (HEU). For some time a non-formalized agreement has existed
defining HEU as any enrichment of 20 percent and above of U-235
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concentration. But a state with declared uranium enrichment facilities that
amassed stocks of almost 20 percent enrichment (LEU) would actually
come very close to a capability of obtaining military grade HEU within a
short period of time. This is because the facilities for producing HEU are
very similar to those where the LEU is produced, and could be used for this
purpose. Moreover, about 95 percent of the work en route to the military
grade would have already been achieved. In order to detect such activities,
close and frequent inspections would have to take place at these facilities.
An additional complicating factor is the utilization of HEU for nonexplosive purposes. HEU is used in marine propulsion reactors. Some
of these reactors supply the energy in Russian ice breakers, and are used
for nuclear submarines and aircraft carriers. There are also small reactors
that supply energy (heating and electricity) in remote locations, and small
quantities of HEU are used in medical and industrial applications. Thus,
the very production of HEU cannot be banned, but only its inclusion in
nuclear explosive systems. In the case of HEU, then, the issue will become
the prevention of diversion, not of actual production or keeping stocks.
Will this become the sole property of the Nuclear Weapons States (NWS)
under the present definition? In any event, this is an issue that must be
resolved. The case of plutonium is not much different. The final disposal
of reactor-produced irradiated fuel has two main possibilities: long term
storage and reprocessing. In the second option, processing power reactor
fuel will produce plutonium of a lower grade than is usually utilized in
nuclear weapons. This plutonium can be recycled in nuclear reactors as
a part of a Mixed-Oxide reactor fuel (MOX). Monitoring this operation
entails a strict measurement and accounting system.
Finally, the verification mechanism of an FMCT, because of its extent,
would be very costly. Relying on the AP and states’ declarations as part of
the verification system for all states would leave wide open possibilities
for misuse. Past and present experiences concerning the efficacy of
verification mechanisms suggest that the prospects of verifying an FMCT
are not auspicious. The AP could highlight suspicious activities, but at
the same time it is not perfect. While false-positive findings could raise
concerns regarding those erroneously accused of misdeeds, false-negative
results are what to fear. These can result from well concealed facilities,
no emissions of indicators to the environment (mainly by uranium-
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enrichment facilities), the planting of red herrings, designed to mislead
and then make the inspectors wary of false results once indicators are
discovered, and many other possibilities available to those driven to obtain
or retain military nuclear capabilities. The AP is not foolproof. Making it
so would necessitate giving the inspectorate intrusive powers beyond what
would be acceptable to many states. Similarly, international organizations
are often not inclined to publish unverified suspicions before technical
results have been verified and reverified and their interpretations have been
unequivocally assessed. It is a difficult and time consuming task.

Procedural Issues
Rejecting the CD as the forum for drafting an FMCT, thereby negating
the veto power of any member of that forum, is not practical. First,
it would mean the end of the CD, a measure that would be opposed by
many members of this forum. Second, it would not change the stance
of the non-signatories, notably Pakistan. Without these as parties to a
treaty that satisfies their needs, the value of the treaty would be greatly
diminished. The US has begun to be impatient with the stalemate at the CD
and is threatening to move away from it in order to move forward on the
discussions of an FMCT.19 Finally, as with the CTBT, the question arises
whether this is an essential step on the road to disarmament. The situation
is clearer in this case, since any disarmament would implicitly include the
cessation of fissile materials production. Thus this is not a necessary step,
but it certainly would help reduce the risk of a nuclear war (which the
CTBT would not).
Therefore, while the FMCT seems to be a worthwhile goal, making it
a verifiable treaty is quite impractical and fraught with dangers. Having
a declaratory treaty acceptable to all is probably a more achievable goal,
albeit elusive in the present state of international affairs. Unless there is
a breakthrough, which does not seem realistic at present, there is little
prospect of arriving at an agreed-on text of an FMCT in 2011.

Export Controls

Shortly after the entry into force of the NPT, multilateral consultations on
nuclear export controls led to the establishment of two separate mechanisms
for dealing with nuclear exports: the Zangger Committee in 1971 and the
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Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) in 1975. The 1974 Indian nuclear test
in particular underscored that most if not all developing countries could
not achieve a nuclear weapons capability without considerable technical
assistance by technically developed countries. It was deemed essential to
stem this flow of information, equipment, and materials, and agreement on
what is included was necessary if proliferation were to be delayed, if not
completely halted.
The NSG, also known as the London Group or London Suppliers
Group, was set up in 1975, after India exploded its first nuclear device.
It included both members and non-members of the Zangger Committee.
The group communicated its guidelines, essentially a set of export rules, to
the IAEA in 1978. These were to ensure that transfers of nuclear material
or equipment would not be diverted to unsafeguarded nuclear fuel cycle
or nuclear explosive activities, and formal government assurances to this
effect were required from recipients. The NSG began with seven members
– the US, the former USSR, the UK, France, Germany, Canada, and Japan
– and now has 35.
The NSG is a voluntary arrangement that establishes a norm of conduct.
“The NSG Guidelines aim to ensure that nuclear trade for peaceful purposes
does not contribute to the proliferation of nuclear weapons or other nuclear
explosive devices. The NSG Guidelines facilitate the development of
trade in this area by providing the means whereby obligations to facilitate
peaceful nuclear cooperation can be implemented in a manner consistent
with international nuclear nonproliferation norms.”20 The supply of
materials and equipment to any NNWS is not forbidden, but many of the
imports must be placed under safeguards. The issue of dual use goods is
not a simple one. For these, the NSG arrangements are: “Suppliers should
not transfer an agreed item…for the use in a nuclear explosive activity
or an unsafeguarded nuclear fuel cycle activity, or…when there is an
unacceptable risk of diversion to such an activity, or when the transfers are
contrary to the objective of averting the proliferation of nuclear weapons.”
While the idea of restricting the sale or transfer of know-how, materials,
and equipment that could be used for the production of nuclear explosives
is certainly worthwhile, there are two issues that make the application of
this principle less attractive today: the exclusion from the NSG of nonNPT members who since the 1970s have become declared nuclear states,
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and the approval of the India-US civilian nuclear agreement. The first
issue is quite obvious: were the four non-NPT states included in the NSG
framework, and assuming that these states were to obey NSG rules (which
even many NSG members do not strictly follow), Pakistan and North
Korea would perhaps have refrained from selling, or at least from turning
a blind eye to their citizens’ sale of prohibited items and technologies to
Iran, Libya, Syria, and perhaps Myanmar (and perhaps others). Indeed,
the major proliferation challenges today are from North Korea to certain
members of the NPT that are determined to develop a military nuclear
capability.
The second issue may be no less serious. In order to facilitate the
implementation of the Indian-US accord on cooperation in the application
of civil nuclear energy in India, thereby assisting India and selling it
nuclear technologies, the agreement of the NSG had to be secured.21 This
was done in 2008, and was of course contrary to all principles that guided
NSG activities. To be sure, all sensitive technologies were excluded from
the deal, but the framework was broken.

Proliferation Security Initiative

President George W. Bush launched the Proliferation Security Initiative
(PSI) on May 31, 2003. This followed the National Strategy to Combat
Weapons of Mass Destruction [WMD] issued in December 2002.22 The PSI
is described as a “global effort that aims to stop trafficking of weapons of
mass destruction (WMD), their delivery systems, and related materials to
and from states and non-state actors of proliferation concern.” Significantly,
this initiative condones the use of force in the effort to stop proliferation,
and as such is the only WMD-related international instrument to do so.
According to the US State Department:
The PSI is an important tool in our efforts to break up black
markets, detect and intercept WMD materials in transit, and use
financial tools to disrupt this dangerous trade. It is an innovative
and proactive approach to preventing proliferation that relies
on voluntary actions by states that are consistent with their
national legal authorities and relevant international law and
frameworks. PSI participants use existing authorities—national
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and international—to put an end to WMD-related trafficking.
When a country endorses PSI, it endorses the PSI Statement of
Interdiction Principles, which commit participants to establish a
more coordinated and effective basis through which to impede
and stop WMD, their delivery systems, and related items.23

The interdiction principles include the forceful stopping of shipments,
coordination among the members of the PSI, and strengthening of the
national legal authorities in support of the PSI.24 In mid 2009, 95 countries
were partners of the PSI. Among those that are not members of the PSI
are China, Egypt, India, North Korea, Pakistan, Sudan, Syria, Venezuela,
and Zimbabwe. Of these, some are proliferators, some are would-be
proliferators, and some are assisting proliferators for monetary or political
gains and would be hard-hit if the PSI is effective.
There is no formal coordination organization of the PSI and the
agreements are loosely binding, since there are some questions concerning
the legality of its actions. Some see this as an advantage, facilitating informal
coordination and rapidity of response. Notwithstanding the organizational
situation, an informal coordinating structure has developed through an
Operational Experts Group (OEG), which discusses proliferation concerns
and plans future exercises. The OEG consists of military, law enforcement,
intelligence, legal, and diplomatic experts from 20 PSI states.
According to the US Congressional Research Service (CRS), the PSI
partners throughout the years carried out several dozen interdictions of
shipments, although it is not certain whether these would have been carried
out not as part of PSI activities.25 The most famous interdiction occurred
in October 2003 when the ship BBC China was diverted to an Italian port
and a subsequent search uncovered a shipment of uranium enrichment
centrifuge parts, from Malaysia to Libya. Although the US hailed this as a
PSI success, others contested this claim. However, it is immaterial whether
this success was or was not within the PSI framework. It was, at least, a
“PSI-like” activity, and successful at that. In addition to these activities,
PSI partners have carried out more than forty multinational exercises of
interdiction.
In his Prague speech, President Obama stated that: “we should come
together to turn efforts such as the Proliferation Security Initiative…into
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durable international institutions.” No other details were given as to the
nature of the suggested institutions. Significantly, however, no mention
was made of the United Nations in this context, clearly because the UN
and especially the Security Council (SC) are cumbersome bodies, and the
veto power at the SC makes it difficult to arrive at operational decisions
expediently. In addition, any decision reached is a compromise, reflecting
the lowest common denominator. Another issue with which international
institutions would have to deal concerns the legal aspects of PSI operation
and the relations of these to, e.g., the Law of the Sea and customary
international law. At the moment, the situation concerning the legal aspects
of the PSI is not fully clear.
The issues that must be discussed are PSI membership and the
advisability of formalizing the deal with statutes and formal organizations.
As to the membership, one could imagine a division into the “good guys,”
the members of the PSI, and the “bad guys,” who are not. However,
this dichotomy is overly simplistic. Libya, for example, joined the PSI
after it was found to have had a nuclear weapons development project.
It subsequently abandoned the project, since there was no practical way
it could have continued with it, and sanctions were already hitting hard.
Did joining the PSI automatically make it a good guy? About half of the
UN membership has not joined the PSI. Many of them, however, are not
involved in any way with proliferation. Does that make them bad guys?
There are certainly states such as China, India, and Egypt whose inclusion
in the PSI could be very important. Thus, one has to be wary of some
who did join the initiative, and yet endeavor to enlist those who would
be important to it. The adherence of these to international export controls
would have to be assured, so that joining the PSI would not become a
matter of convenience, akin to the way some have used the NPT for their
own purposes.
Thus, it is not immediately obvious why an organizational institution
should be set up for the PSI. Sometimes, a loose and informal arrangement
can be more efficient and effective than a cumbersome and slow-to-operate
one.
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Conclusion

In his Prague speech, President Obama mentioned the agreements
discussed above as fundamental to his vision of a world without nuclear
weapons. While the first two are important to creating an environment that
is receptive to this idea, the third and fourth are enforcement measures.
Looking at recent history, it is quite obvious that left to their own devices
and notwithstanding treaty obligations, states will feel less bound and
more capable of proceeding on a nuclear weapons development route,
should they perceive the need. Experience also shows that there are states
that will provide, procure, and facilitate the procurement of almost any
technology, equipment, and material necessary for such a venture, mainly
for the huge economic benefits they could accrue. Today, the PSI is the
only international enforcement mechanism that can deal with such profitmaking activities.
Some tend to forget that verification is not the same as enforcement.
Verification can provide some assurances, and it can also detect
inconsistencies and missing materials. In more general terms it can sound
a warning that a situation is deteriorating. It can help determine that a state
is in breach of its safeguards obligations, or that it is noncompliant with
its treaty obligations. But verification can do little else. It cannot prevent
diversion, and it cannot even detect the R&D of non-nuclear components
of nuclear weapons and their delivery systems. The UN Security Council
can take action and sometimes it does. In many cases, however, such as in
the case of Iran, it does very little, and too late at that. It is a political body.
The PSI does have a good chance, if implemented properly, to slow down
the activities of proliferators.
Looking at today’s proliferation situation, one can but wonder if the
promotion of the CTBT and the FMCT are the leading cost-beneficial
activities. These treaties are certainly not the most burning issues of the
day. Stopping Iran and those who follow in its footsteps – if Iran is not
prevented from achieving a military nuclear capability – is.
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Preventing Chemical and Biological
Weapons Proliferation
David Friedman
Introduction

The terms “non-conventional weapons” and “weapons of mass destruction”
(WMD) relate to nuclear/radiological, chemical, and biological weapons.
Chemical and biological weapons appeared on the scene many years
before nuclear weapons and in fact were used in centuries past. In the
fourteenth century, the city of Belgrade managed to defeat the Turkish
invaders by burning fabric soaked with poison and creating a toxic
cloud. Also in the fourteenth century, the Tatars used corpses infected by
the bubonic plague to infect their Italian enemies, and in the eighteenth
century, British forces spread blankets infected with smallpox among the
Indians in America.1 In the modern period, chemical weapons were used
during World War I by Germany, France, and England, and caused more
than one million casualties.
Since then chemical and biological weapons have changed in many
ways, but they have remained a constant threat. During World War II and
the Cold War, these two types of weapons constituted an integral part of the
superpowers’ strategic weapons packages. The United States and Soviet
Union developed and armed themselves with large quantities of chemical
and biological weapons of various kinds on a range of armaments, including
aerial bombs, artillery shells, sprayers, and missile warheads. Additional
countries, such as France and England, also equipped themselves with
chemical and biological weapons and considered them part of their
strategic power.2
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Other countries, generally developing or poor countries, followed suit
and made efforts to acquire chemical and biological weapons, whether by
developing the weapons themselves or by obtaining them from outside
sources. These countries generally viewed such weapons as an alternative
to nuclear weaponry, which due to their technological or financial
inferiority was beyond their reach. This was especially conspicuous in the
Middle East, when countries such as Egypt, Iraq, Syria, Iran, and Libya
made major efforts to equip themselves with these types of weapons and
advanced means of launching them, such as long range ballistic missiles, in
order to create a strategic balance of deterrence against the State of Israel,
which they believed to be a nuclear state. The Middle East also witnessed
the use of chemical weapons on the battlefield, e.g., when Egypt bombers
used mustard gas-laden ammunition in its war with Yemen. Other examples
were the Iran-Iraq War, in which Iraq used chemical weapons against Iran,
causing many casualties, and the Iraqi use of chemical weapons against the
Kurds in northern Iraq (Halabja).3
In recent years, the chemical-biological threat has assumed a new,
dangerous turn involving global terror. On many levels, chemical and
biological weapons are suitable for the goals and modus operandi of
terrorist organizations, including the drive to sow fear and panic and
cause demoralization. Indeed, various global terrorist organizations, led
by Islamic terror groups such as al-Qaeda, have declared that they will
not hesitate to use chemical and biological weapons, and there is evidence
of their efforts to obtain them. Consequently, contemporary defense and
nonproliferation efforts must address this new non-state threat on top of
existing state threats.4
Over the years, major changes have taken place in chemistry and biology.
As a result, it is possible today to develop poisonous chemical materials
that are more durable and lethal, with simpler and cheaper production
methods. In biology, the revolution in the realm of genetic engineering,
biotechnology, and synthetic biology likewise makes it possible to produce
deadlier microorganisms through relatively simpler and cheaper means.
This development constitutes a major challenge in the related realms of
prevention, self-defense, and nonproliferation.5
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Arms Control: Nonproliferation

The bitter experience of the widespread use of chemical weapons in World
War I led to the 1925 signing of the Geneva Protocol, which prohibits use
of chemical and biological weapons in war.6 It was clear to the great powers
that this was a declarative document that could not guarantee adherence by
all countries of the world, and thus had to be strengthened with additional
regimes that were tighter and more binding. In the following years, the
efforts at arms control in the realm of chemical and biological weapons
were conducted on a number of tracks: unilateral actions; treaties; and the
idea of weapons of mass destruction free zones.

Unilateral Actions
In the 1960s and 1970s, a number of countries took unilateral decisions to
destroy their stores of biological weapons on the basis of their respective
considerations. In 1969, President Nixon declared that he was ordering
the destruction of all stores of biological weapons in the possession of
the United States and putting a stop to research, development, and
stockpiling of these weapons.7 Subsequently, England and France acted
in similar fashion, although these states continued and even strengthened
their capability of defending themselves against biological and chemical
weapons.
There were several reasons behind these countries’ unilateral decisions.
One was the recognition that biological weapons were immoral weapons
that should be taboo. Among the strategic-security reasons, biological
weaponry required significant resources but brought with it many questions
about its role and effectiveness on the battlefield or as a deterrent. In
addition, it was widely believed that eliminating biological weapons would
increase the nuclear deterrence of these states.
Treaties
The Biological Convention. The Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention
(BTWC), which entered into force in 1975, constituted a turning point in
the realms of arms control and disarmament.8 This was the first convention
to prohibit development, production, and stockpiling of an entire category
of weapons of mass destruction. This was also an entirely equal convention
for all members and demanded the same commitments of all states. At
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the same time, the historical context of the convention largely defined
its framework: negotiations on the convention were conducted during
the Cold War, when suspicions between the United States and the Soviet
Union were at their height, and therefore the convention was a conciliatory
document, mainly declarative, that did not include mechanisms for
verifying compliance.
Today, 163 countries are members of the Biological Convention.
Thirteen countries, including Egypt and Syria, have signed but not ratified
it, and a small number of states, including Israel, have not signed or ratified
it. Much effort has been made to persuade the non-member states to join
the convention, both through the channels of the convention itself, and
through states and organizations such as the European Union. Additional
effort has been invested in improving the implementation of the confidence
building measures and transparency required by the convention, for
example, announcements about diseases and epidemics, updates on defense
exercises against biological terrorism, and establishment of safety labs.
The Biological Convention contains an inherent problem that is difficult
to solve. Research and development of biological elements for purposes
of self-defense and for public health purposes is not prohibited. On the
contrary, the convention encourages these pursuits, and strongly encourages
cooperation between states and the transfer of advanced technologies
from developed countries to developing countries. However, it is often
difficult to distinguish between offensive research and development and
research and development for purposes of self-defense. Therefore, from a
scientific-technological point of view it is difficult to develop a mechanism
for verification and compliance that will also include close supervision.
Indeed, years of efforts have not borne fruit and thus far there is no
compliance and verification mechanism, nor does it appear that there will
be one in the foreseeable future. The chief opponent of the mechanism
is the United States, apparently out of professional and political reasons.
From the professional point of view, the United States claims that since
today the methods, research infrastructure, and know-how for offensive
and defensive development are very similar or even identical, it is not
possible to conduct reliable inspections. Rather, any inspections will incur
damage and no benefits. Others claim the American position stems from
political reasons, mainly the fear of exposing activity that is contrary to the
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principles of the convention and is carried out under the guise of biological
self-defense.
For years the convention was reviewed through conferences every
five years. In 2002, when the United States blocked the verification
effort completely, an inter-sessional process was launched, and every
year an experts meeting takes place that deals with subjects related to
the convention, such as issues of self-defense, biological safety, and biosecurity.9 The next review conference is scheduled to meet in 2011, to
decide about the continued course and operation of the convention.
Notwithstanding its firm objection to including a verification mechanism,
the United States is highly supportive of the Biological Convention.
However, it believes that the way to its implementation so that it yields the
most benefit is through domestic legislation in member states. In addition,
the US urges implementation and promotion of capabilities in the realm
of self-defense and disease prevention, namely, development of medical
and health systems, cooperation between states, and extensive assistance
to developing countries. This policy has been translated into practice and
is clearly expressed in the National Strategy for Countering Biological
Threats presented by President Obama in 2009 concerning the struggle
against natural and man-made biological threats.10
The Chemical Convention. The Chemical Convention entered into force
in 1997 after some twenty-four years of talks and discussions,11 with the
two other nonproliferation treaties (the NPT and the BTWC) already
in force. As such, the making of the Chemical Convention was able to
take advantage of the cumulative experience and the lessons of these two
treaties.
Like the Biological Convention, the Chemical Convention is an equal
convention, with no exceptional countries. However, in comparison to the
two other conventions, it has a sophisticated and intrusive verification,
compliance, and monitoring mechanism, as well as clear, well-defined
lists of forbidden materials. The convention prohibits the development,
manufacture, storage, and use of chemical weapons and calls for their
destruction. States that ratify the convention make a commitment to destroy
all their stockpiles within a given period, and member states must report all
their storage, development, and manufacturing facilities, including civilian
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facilities that manufacture materials listed by the convention. Furthermore,
regular inspections are held at all declared facilities by the experts from
the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW), the
Hague-based organization that manages the convention. The verification
mechanism also includes the possibility of a challenge inspection, an
inspection on very short notice by OPCW representatives upon the receipt
of a well-founded complaint by a member state that suspects a violation
by another member state. The sensitive nature of this mechanism aroused
serious disputes at the time the convention was drafted, but to this day not a
single complaint has been submitted and not a single challenge inspection
has been conducted.
Today, 188 nations are members of the Chemical Convention, two states
have signed the convention but not ratified it (Israel and Myamnar), and
five states have not signed or ratified it (Angola, North Korea, Somalia,
Egypt, and Syria).12 The consensus is that the Chemical Convention, at least
in theory, is a success story. States have declared and continue to declare
their facilities as required,13 and states are destroying large quantities of
chemical weapons and chemical materials. Regular inspections are carried
out, and it appears that the convention has succeeded in establishing a
norm prohibiting the stockpiling and use of these weapons. Yet along with
this assessment, there are both assumptions and evidence that certain states
are violating the convention, in spite of their being member states.

Arms Control and the Middle East

From political and strategic perspectives the Middle East is one of the
most sensitive and complex areas in the world, and this is especially so
regarding regional arms control efforts. Several factors make the situation
particularly complex:
a. The State of Israel is perceived as a nuclear state. There is also an
assumption that Israel has chemical and biological capabilities.
b. Israel has formal peace agreements with Egypt and Jordan only. It has
no diplomatic relations with most of the countries in the region.
c. Countries in the region have offensive programs in the realm of
biological and chemical weapons. Syria and Iran have operational
chemical capabilities, irrespective of memberships in the Chemical or
Biological Conventions.
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d. Iran has a military nuclear program and aspires to a nuclear weapon,
despite its membership in the NPT.
e. Israel is not a member of the NPT. It has signed but not ratified the
CWC and has not signed the BTWC.
f. Syria is a member of the NPT, has not signed the CWC, and has signed
the BTWC.
g. Egypt is a member of the NPT, has not signed the CWC, and has signed
the BTWC.
h. Iran is a member of all three conventions.
The states that are members of the Chemical and Biological Conventions
and other organizations have invested major efforts to promote the
universality of the conventions and influence countries in the region to
join them fully. Egypt and Syria have made Israel’s joining the NPT a
precondition for their joining all such conventions.
In parallel to the treaties, additional efforts, formal and informal, have
been made to promote a zone in the Middle East that is nuclear free and
free of all weapons of mass destruction. The 1990s ACRS talks in the
Middle East with American, Israeli, Egyptian, Jordanian, and European
participation were one such example. These talks ultimately reached
an impasse; in Israel’s opinion, the Egyptian agenda, which focused on
nuclear disarmament for Israel, was the principal pitfall.14 According to a
decision of the May 2010 NPT Review Conference, a regional conference
may be held in 2012 to consider this issue.15

Israel and Arms Control

Israel’s political and strategic situation in the Middle East is not stable.
Most countries and non-state actors in its surrounding first and second
circles are not in a state of peace or even have proper political relations with
it, and some threaten Israel’s existence and declare their desire to destroy
it. Some of the states have programs to develop and stockpile chemical
and biological weapons, as well as operational arsenals of these weapons.
Furthermore, terrorist organizations like al-Qaeda, Hizbollah, and Hamas
have declared more than once that for the purposes of destroying Israel, it is
legitimate to use non-conventional weapons. It is not inconceivable that as
part of the military assistance that these organizations receive from various
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countries, they will equip themselves in the future with non-conventional
as well as conventional weapons.
Israel regards the aspiration to prohibit the stockpiling and use of
non-conventional weapons positively, and sees the elimination of these
weapons as an important goal. It certainly supports the principles of the
Chemical and Biological Conventions, as well as the goal of a Middle
East free of weapons of mass destruction.16 As part of this policy, in 1969
Israel signed the Geneva Protocol, which prohibits the use of chemical
and bacteriological weapons in war. Israel likewise participated in
preparatory discussions of the Chemical Convention and has even signed
it, thus declaring that it identifies with its goals. While it has not joined the
Biological Convention, it has emphasized in both declarative and practical
terms that it is a party to the spirit of the convention. Over the years, Israel
has also joined a number of processes and dialogues that have attempted
to promote the idea of a Middle East free of weapons of mass destruction.
These steps by Israel reflect the complexity, the caution, and the suspicion
that characterize much of inter-state relations in the region.
Through its identification with the spirit and the norms of the Chemical
and Biological Conventions, Israel has an ongoing and fruitful connection
with their overseeing institutions, and as an observer participates on an
ongoing basis in the meetings, conferences, and seminars that take place
in the framework of the conventions’ activities. Furthermore, Israel takes
additional external and internal initiatives that promote the arms control
and nonproliferation goals of the conventions. Thus, for example, Israel
supports – and in practice, behaves in accordance with – the supply
regimes such as the Australia Group (AG).17 It supported Security
Council Resolution 1540 (2004), whose goal is to combat and prevent the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction to dangerous elements and to
fight non-conventional terrorism, mainly through state legislation.18 Israel
is undertaking related legislation and regulations, including control of
import and export of nuclear, chemical, and biological materials (2004);19
control of dual use products (2006); and the export control law (2007).
The main goal of import and export controls of nuclear, chemical, and
biological materials is to help prevent the proliferation of non-conventional
weapons and their components by prohibiting export of materials,
products, technologies, and services that can be used in the development
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and production of chemical, biological, and nuclear weapons. The list of
prohibited materials is identical to international lists that have appeared in
the Australia Group regime.
Other noteworthy Israeli initiatives intended to uphold the values of the
conventions and enhance nonproliferation efforts include:
a. Israel has joined the initiative for control of transport of goods on
vessels in ports (Proliferation Security Initiative – PSI).20
b. A professional steering committee that was appointed by the National
Security Council and the National Academy of Sciences (2007) has
recommended a national control mechanism to reduce, to the extent
possible, the flow of dangerous biological elements and dual use
technologies to terrorist organizations.
c. A law passed by the Knesset on the regulation of research on biological
disease agents (2008) aims to implement the recommendations of the
steering committee and establish a supervisory mechanism on the
national level that would prevent the flow of dangerous elements and
sensitive information to terrorist elements.21
At this stage, the considerations and formal position of the State of Israel
on ratifying the Chemical Convention, joining the Biological Convention,
and agreeing to a weapons of mass destruction free zone (WMDFZ) is
influenced decisively by the basic political-strategic situation in the Middle
East, the position of other regional states towards the conventions and nonconventional weapons in general, the fact that a number of states in the
region are stockpiling these weapons, and that at least one (Iran) is clearly
violating the treaties to which it is a signatory. Therefore, and in spite of the
fact that it ascribes supreme importance to these objectives, Israel believes
that in order to attain them significant developments must take place in
the region, including mutual recognition of the states, good neighborly
relations, confidence building measures, and peaceful relations. Only after
these goals are attained can the states in the region continue to take upon
themselves additional commitments, first in the conventional realm, and
later in the more complex and sensitive realm of the non-conventional. No
state needs to unilaterally take upon itself steps that will harm its essential
security interests.
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Conclusion

The leading channels for control of chemical and biological weapons are
the Chemical and Biological Conventions.
The Chemical Convention is managed through its defined guidelines,
with the states that declared stores of chemical weapons, chiefly the United
States and Russia, continuing the process of destruction, and the OPCW
carrying out monitoring and inspection in declared facilities. The Biological
Convention is implemented in a completely different fashion, primarily
because it is essentially declarative and has no verification and monitoring
mechanism. A significant event in this context occurred in 2002, when
American opposition blocked the idea of a verification mechanism in the
convention; since then experts meetings have been conducted in Geneva
to increase mutual trust among member states on the professional topics
related to the convention, generally with no political meaning. Prominent
among these is Article X, which speaks about encouraging cooperation in
permitted areas such as science and technology, public health, and selfdefense.
When Obama took office in 2009, and in light of certain declarations
early in his presidency, most states that supported the verification
mechanism hoped there would be a change in American policy and the
United States would support a verification mechanism. However, in late
2009 it became clear that this hope was unfounded. President Obama
issued the National Strategy for Countering Biological Threats, in which
he included the BTWC as one of the important elements in the realm of
arms control and declared that the United States would do all it could
to promote and support it. However, at the same time he expressed his
vehement objection to a verification mechanism as part of the convention.
Against this background, and against the background of a series of experts’
meetings that ended in 2010, the member states are preparing for the fiveyear conference that will be held in 2011 in Geneva, with uncertainty as to
the coming goals of the Biological Convention.
Overall, then, the activity around the CWC and the BTWC has
strengthened the trends and norms that chemical and biological weapons
no longer have a place in the world. On the other hand, the conditions
that ensure that all members actually meet all the requirements of the
conventions have not yet been created. As for the Middle East, the issue
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of arms control – whether on the conventions track or the agreement on a
Middle East weapons of mass destruction free zone – is far from resolved.
It appears that the parties are upholding their traditional positions, and it
does not appear that there will be a serious movement in the foreseeable
future unless there is a dramatic change in peace-security relations in the
region.
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Between Israel and Iran:
Egypt and the 2010 NPT Review Conference
Shimon Stein
The May 2010 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Review
Conference represented a milestone in Egypt’s diplomatic activity on the
Israeli nuclear issue. The final document passed at the conference calls for
an international conference in 2012 to discuss ways of implementing the
Middle East resolution passed at the Review and Extension Conference
held in 1995.1
The Israeli nuclear issue has been on Egypt’s political-security agenda
since 1960, the year international media reports emerged describing
French assistance to Israel in establishing a nuclear reactor in Dimona.2
Israel’s efforts to achieve a nuclear military capability and its subsequent
(according to Egypt) achievement of this capability are perceived as a
multidimensional threat. There have been occasional statements voiced
by Egypt’s leadership concerning the imminent threat to Egypt and the
Arab world posed by the existence of nuclear arms in Israel’s hands. But
ultimately, the direct threat to Egypt inherent in Israel’s nuclear capability
is less severe than Israel’s superiority in the areas of science, technology,
and economy. This major edge, epitomized by Israel’s nuclear capability,
exposes Egypt’s inferiority and inability to remedy it. Moreover, beyond
the tangible advantages involved, Israeli superiority constitutes a blow
to Egypt’s self-image. In Egypt’s view, Israel attempted to exploit this
superiority during the first half of the 1990s in order to challenge Egypt’s
regional leadership.
In the past there were failed efforts by Egypt to prevent Israel from
receiving the assistance it needed to build its capability. The option of a
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preventative military move by Egypt also never got past the declaratory
stage.3 Therefore Egypt focused its efforts on the diplomatic sphere, in
an attempt to fulfill its strategic goal of disarming Israel of its nuclear
capability.4 The main focus of Egyptian activity is currently in the
multilateral arena. Due to the balance of forces there – the Arab League,
the Organization of the Islamic Conference, the Non-Aligned Movement
(NAM), and UN institutions and their subsidiaries – Egypt enjoys a
pronounced advatage over Israel.
Egypt’s diplomatic struggle on the Israeli nuclear issue spans more
than three decades5 and has been waged in the UN Security Council, the
UN General Assembly First Committee, the UN General Assembly, the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and the NPT Conference.
Egypt initiated numerous motions and reports published at the IAEA and
the UN as main tools towards the ostensible goal of establishing a nuclear
and WMD free zone in the Middle East. However, Egypt presumably
understands that this objective is unachievable, at least under existing
circumstances. If so, then Egypt’s major efforts are likely focused on
keeping the issue alive in the international consciousness. The hope is
that over time, it will garner sufficient support to generate international
pressure that leaves Israel no choice but to join the NPT and thus, in fact,
be disarmed of its nuclear weapons.
Even if over the years Egypt has gained international support for its
position (with the decisive portion coming from the Arab-Islamic bloc and
NAM – the so-called “automatic majority”), this has not changed Israel’s
position. A change could become possible if, among other developments,
the US pressures Israel to embrace the principle of NPT universality and
join the treaty – which in fact it has long called for. As long as this does not
happen, Egypt’s chances of fulfilling its objective are slim.
Until some eight years ago, when reports emerged concerning Iran’s
efforts to develop the ability to enrich uranium, Egypt’s efforts were focused
on finding a long term diplomatic solution to the Israeli nuclear issue. With
Iran’s intentions of achieving nuclear military capability increasingly clear,
Egypt has faced a challenge ostensibly similar to the challenge of a nuclear
Israel. In fact, however, in two principal ways it is an entirely different
challenge: the nature of the threat it poses to Egypt and Egypt’s ability to
respond to it. If Iran takes action beyond enriching uranium and strides
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towards achieving nuclear military capability, it threatens Egypt’s standing
in the Muslim and Arab worlds. This endeavor to change the regional
status quo as a mean of achieving regional domination, particularly in
the Gulf arena, constitutes a threat to Egypt’s leadership in the region.
To Egypt’s way of thinking, it is liable to find itself forced to address a
dual inferiority, versus Israel and versus Iran, based in part on those two
countries’ superior development in the scientific-technological sphere.
Egypt would need to find a credible response to help it reclaim what it
sees as Egypt’s rightful place in the region. However, since Iran is an ally
within the NAM framework and a partner in the struggle of non-nuclear
states for their rights, it is difficult for Egypt to confront the Iranian threat
and embrace the international activity against Tehran.
Similar to its dependence on the US vis-à-vis the Israeli case, Egypt
must rely on the American effort to solve the Iranian crisis. Yet while a
diplomatic solution that removes the Iranian nuclear military threat would
lessen the urgency of finding a response, it would not preclude the need
for an overall response (a need Egypt perceives given Iran’s uranium
enrichment abilities). On the other hand, a failure in the diplomatic effort
would exacerbate the sense of urgency in seeking a response.
This article focuses on evaluating the efforts Egypt has invested
in advancing its interests on the Israeli nuclear issue. Certainly the
materializing Iranian threat has exacerbated the matter and presented Egypt
with a complex dilemma. Egypt’s ability to successfully contend with both
the Israeli and Iranian challenges depends on the US, which on the issues
of nuclear disarmament and weapons control and multilateral diplomacy
has changed under the Obama administration. Was the US attempting
to help Egypt deal with both of these challenges? The timeframe for
studying these issues (mainly from the Israeli perspective) is not limited
to the recent Review Conference, but includes the 1995 conference, which
represented an opening chapter of sorts that reached a partial conclusion in
2010. Preceding both conferences was a series of relevant events that will
be reviewed briefly.6
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The 1995 NPT Review Conference

The first half of the 1990s saw significant Egyptian activity on the Israeli
nuclear issue, and the NPT Conference in May 1995 represented a wouldbe end to this chapter.
In April 1990, President Mubarak called for the establishment of a
weapons of mass destruction free zone in the Middle East. Two factors
stood behind the timing of his initiative. First, there were reports of
Saddam Hussein’s plans to develop non-conventional weapons; second
was the desire to divert attention from Egyptian-Iraqi cooperation in
building a surface-to-surface missile (the “Condor”).7 Although reaction to
the initiative was lukewarm, Egypt was able to present it as a contribution
to UN Security Council resolution 687 regarding Iraq’s non-conventional
capabilities. The initiative and the UN resolution were perceived by Egypt
as helpful in advancing the handling of the Israeli nuclear issue.8
In May 1991, President Bush announced his Middle East arms control
initiative.9 Aside from the initiative’s conventional component (an attempt
to formulate guidelines for arms exporters to refrain from destabilizing
arms transfers to the region), it also addressed non-conventional weapons
(nuclear, chemical, biological) and surface-to-surface missiles. In the
nuclear context, the initiative called for verification of the prohibition
against producing and supplying materials (uranium and plutonium) for
the production of nuclear arms. Additionally, it called for countries that
had not yet joined the NPT to do so and place their facilities under IAEA
inspection, and it expressed support for the eventual establishment of a
region free of nuclear arms. Egypt, which welcomed the plan, made it
clear that Israel should be included in the implementation of the initiative
regarding the need to report on the inventory of nuclear materials in its
possession.10
Hoping to capitalize on the outcome of the Gulf War and set a series of
processes in motion that would contribute to changing the Middle Eastern
reality, the US administration convened the Madrid Conference in October
1991. The overarching goal was to end the conflict between Israel and its
neighbors. In order to facilitate bilateral talks between Israel and respective
parties, the US initiated multilateral talks to advance regional cooperation
and enable Israel’s regional integration. Five working teams were set up to
address five issues; one of the groups dealt with arms control and regional
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security (ACRS). The initiative to form this group, though not included
in the original proposal, came from the US and was supported by Egypt,
which at that point saw many advantages in handling a range of issues on
a multilateral level.11
In his speech at the opening of the multilateral talks in Moscow in
January 1992, Egyptian foreign minister Amr Moussa made it clear
that he expected the talks to deal also with the nuclear issue. Not long
after, however, Egypt12 understood that this would not occur within the
framework of the working groups, and that the continuation of discussions
(as well as the continuation of multilateral talks) would likely endanger
Egypt’s ability to shape the Arab agenda and as a result, threaten its regional
leadership.13 Israel’s interaction with other Arab participants punctured the
exclusivity of Egypt’s relationship with Israel, and the gradual process of
normalization between Israel and the region’s states proceeded without any
price being exacted of Israel (in Egypt’s mind, on the nuclear issue). These
processes were perceived by Egypt as a threat, and from here, it was only
a matter of time until the ACRS talks were ended (1995). Still, these talks,
the first of their kind in the history of the Arab-Israeli conflict, clarified the
differences between Egypt and Israel as to the content and timing of the
objective that both embraced – establishment of a WMDFZ.14
The Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), which was opened for
signature in Paris in 1993, granted Egypt an opportunity to regain its
stature as inter-Arab leader and designer of the regional agenda, mainly
by formulating a new-old initiative for a WMD free zone. Already before
the meeting Egypt made it clear that as long as Israel did not join the
NPT, Egypt would not sign the Chemical Weapons Convention. Ultimately
Egypt was unable to maintain a uniform Arab line and a number of Arab
countries acceded to US pressure and signed the convention.
Egyptian preparations for the NPT Review Conference included
numerous statements to focus attention on the threat of a nuclear Israel to
the security of Egypt and the Arab world. The statements,15 which were
accompanied by extensive diplomatic activity, sparked tension in relations
with Israel. Despite attempts by the sides to lower the charged atmosphere,
this tension was inevitable in light of the increased pressure Egypt sought
to exert prior to the conference. In the minds of many Egyptians, Egypt
had missed the opportunity to extract any sort of gain when it signed the
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peace treaty with Israel or when it ratified the NPT (both under Anwar
Sadat). Therefore the conference seemed like a window of opportunity
to try to anchor the Israel nuclear issue in the agenda in a way that would
oblige future conferences to deal with the Israeli nuclear issue.
Egypt took advantage of the US intention to achieve a resolution to
extend the NPT indefinitely. Accompanied by a group of Arab states, Egypt
expressed its opposition to the indefinite extension of the treaty. When
discussions were over, Egypt bowed to pressure and agreed to support
the treaty’s extension in exchange for the adoption of a resolution on the
Middle East; this was passed without a vote.16 Among the contents of the
resolution: adoption of the goals of the peace process and the efforts to
advance it contributes to promoting a Middle East free of nuclear weapons
and other WMD; countries that have not yet joined the NPT are called on
to do so and assume international obligations not to purchase nuclear arms
or fissile material; countries are called on to submit their nuclear activity to
IAEA inspection; concern over the existence of unsupervised facilities in
the Middle East; countries that possess such facilities are called on to place
them under full IAEA inspection; emphasis on the importance of the early
implementation of universal adherence to the NPT; and a call for practical
steps in the appropriate forums to advance a WMDFZ in the Middle East.
The parties were called on to avoid taking steps harmful to implementation
of the NPT.
The resolution can be considered an achievement as far as Egypt is
concerned. It was able to firmly insert the Israeli nuclear issue (without
mention of Israel) into the summary document and thus transform the issue
from an Egyptian-Arab pursuit to an international issue. The resolution
assisted Egypt in its subsequent activity in the following fifteen years up to
the 2010 conference, whereupon Egypt set itself the goal of bringing about
the implementation of the resolution passed in 1995.

The 2010 Conference

The years before the 2010 conference saw activity by states such as North
Korea, Libya, Iran, and Syria that challenged both the credibility of the
NPT and its verification regime and the ability to deal with the danger of
nuclear proliferation. Furthermore, the Bush administration’s decision to
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sign a cooperation agreement with India as well as an agreement on ChinaPakistan cooperation was a further blow to the future of the NPT regime.17
Barack Obama’s entry into the White House and the worldview he
brought with him on a series of issues including disarmament and arms
control stimulated expectations for change following an eight-year Bush
administration. In his speech in Prague in April 2009, Obama detailed
his strategy for confronting the nuclear threat, founded on America’s
commitment to a world without nuclear arms. The strategy he presented
focused on three levels: steps to reduce nuclear arsenals; reinforcement
of the NPT regime; and prevention of nuclear weapons proliferation,
including prevention of nuclear weapons or materials falling into the hands
of terrorists. Specifying steps he intended to take in order to actualize the
strategy, Obama stressed his commitment to the cooperative strengthening
of the NPT and to fulfillment by the US (together with the other nuclear
states) of its obligation as defined by the treaty – taking measures to
dismantle nuclear weapons in exchange for the non-purchase of nuclear
arms by additional countries, while recognizing the right of any country to
develop nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.18
In 2009, Obama worked through a number of channels in order to
advance his objective of a nuclear free world. He convened a special
summit of the Security Council (March 2009) and endorsed Resolution
1887 on the prevention of the spread of nuclear weapons; there was a
reevaluation of US nuclear policy (the Nuclear Posture Review), which
emphasized the change in Obama’s conception from his predecessor’s
regarding the nuclear issue; he convened the Nuclear Security Summit in
Washington (April 2010), dedicated to the dangers of nuclear terror and
the means of preventing it; and he conducted accelerated negotiations that
led to the signing of the New START agreement with Russia prior to the
summit. All these were types of confidence building measures that as far
as Obama was concerned were intended to lay the foundations for the 2010
Review Conference. In preparatory discussions and statements preceding
the conference, administration officials emphasized the commitment to
implementation of the 1995 resolution pertaining to the Middle East. This
position was an encouraging sign from Egypt’s standpoint, and its delegates
expressed their resentment that in the fifteen years since the adoption of the
resolution, no progress had been made in its implementation.
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Since 2006, a new Egyptian strategy has surfaced within the IAEA
framework, where over the years Egypt had regularly raised two motions
that were invariably tabled. In 2006, however, Egypt decided to remove
a paragraph on the peace process from the resolution concerning the
establishment of a region free of nuclear arms, while adding a call to Israel
(hitherto not mentioned by name) to join the NPT. Attempting to spur
other countries to support a resolution concerning the Israeli threat and
capabilities, Egypt in 2008 omitted the word “threat.” The hope was that in
this way it would be able to achieve a majority for an anti-Israel resolution.
As such, Egypt was continuing its pattern of behavior since before the
1995 conference, i.e., sharpening and hardening the anti-Israeli line. This
time, and for the first time, Egypt’s attempt concluded successfully.
During the Review Conference’s preparatory discussions, Egypt
circulated a proposal to move from the declaratory stage to the
implementation stage of the 1995 resolution.19 Egypt’s delegates made
it clear that any final document from the conference that did not include
operative steps on the resolution would not gain Egypt’s support. In
other words, Egypt would not allow President Obama to realize his goal
of concluding the conference with a final document if its demands were
not accepted. And indeed, the final document achieved after a month of
discussions refers to the Middle East resolution from the 1995 conference
(and its reaffirmation at the 2000 Review Conference) and mentions Israel
by name,20 and stresses the importance of Israel joining the NPT and placing
its nuclear facilities under IAEA inspection. Included in the resolution’s
operative clauses is the plan for the UN secretary general and countries
backing the 1995 resolution, in consultation with Middle East states, to
convene a conference in 2012 where all the regional states would participate
in a conference on the establishment of a nuclear weapons free zone and
all other WMD-related issues. The secretary general and the countries
backing the resolution would determine which government would host the
conference in 2012.21 In addition, and in consultation with countries of
the region, a facilitator would be appointed to work on preparations for
convening the conference in 2012 and assist in implementation of the 1995
resolution. The facilitator would also assist in implementing steps decided
on at the conference and report to the subsequent review conference and
the elements preparing for it.
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Egypt feared that Iran, which sought to divert attention from itself to
a scathing settling of accounts with nuclear countries over their manner
of conduct on disarmament issues, would torpedo any agreement that
was achieved. In order to prevent Iran from doing so, Egypt recruited the
assistance of several NAM countries that made it clear they would not
support an effort to prevent achievement of a summary agreement. Having
no choice, Iran gave in to the pressure and joined the consensus after it was
promised its name would not be mentioned.
Thus even if the final version of the resolution did not meet all of Egypt’s
demands, the resolution, which contains operative steps for implementing
the Middle East resolution passed in 1995, is a precedent, and as such, an
Egyptian achievement. As in the 1995 conference, when Egypt exploited
the procedural process (threatening to break the consensus and prevent
an agreement over indefinite extension of the NPT) in order to extract a
Middle East resolution from the US, in 2010 the Egyptian threat loomed in
the air. The US administration’s determination to bring the conference to a
successful conclusion played into Egypt’s hands. In order to obtain Egypt’s
agreement to the final agreement, the administration was ready to pay in
Israeli currency22 and forego any mention of Iran. Thus the administration
obtained a short term achievement whose ability to strengthen the NPT
regime now or in the future, which was an underlying purpose, is doubtful.

Egypt-Iran

Egypt, like the rest of the countries in the region, is worried over Iran’s
drive to achieve nuclear military capability. Egyptian concerns presumably
do not stem from fears over an Iranian attack on Egypt. Rather, they
are due to the implications of Iran’s nuclearization for its growing selfconfidence, its status in the region, and the significance this would have on
Egypt’s stability and regional standing. These worries find no expression in
official public statements by Egypt,23 which instead express the following
positions:
a. Support for Iran’s right to develop nuclear energy for peaceful purposes.
b. Opposition to solving the crisis in non-peaceful ways.
c. Support for the international effort to prevent Iran from achieving
nuclear weapons.
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d. In tandem with the effort to advance the above objectives, the need
to deal with the issue of Israel’s nuclear capabilities and the double
standard that exists, as Egypt sees it, in relation to Israel.
e. The danger of proliferation must be dealt with within the framework of
negotiations to establish a WMD free zone in the Middle East.
Testimony to Egypt’s preference to advance the Israeli nuclear issue
over the Iranian threat was evident at the last two conferences. At the NPT
Conference in 2005, it was Egypt that defended Iran from pressure, and
in 2010, once having reached agreement on advancing the Israeli nuclear
issue, it was Egypt (together with the US) that was ready to forego the
mention of Iran from the document. Does this detract from the severity
of the Iranian threat? Not necessarily. One must assume that if mention of
Iran’s name had no connection with the risk of Israel’s achievement, that
Egypt would not oppose it. Is Egypt’s conduct indicative of its sense of the
severity of the Israeli threat? Not necessarily; however in contrast with the
Iranian issue (being handled in the Security Council and led by the US and
EU states), Egypt feels “ownership” in spearheading the Israeli nuclear
issue at NPT conferences and at international forums in general.
These explanations concerning Egypt’s low profile in the Iranian context
do not lessen the significance of Egyptian concerns and weaknesses vis-àvis Iran. What in Egypt’s view is common to Iran and Israel24 is not just that
both are competing with Egypt over leadership and influence in the region;
it is also their ability to build a nuclear infrastructure, which requires
scientific-technological capability and as such exposes Egypt’s inferiority
and limitations. The difference between the Israeli and Iranian threats as
far as Egypt is concerned is that Israel does not threaten the stability of
the regime. Iran, on the other hand, is perceived by the Egyptian regime
not only as a state competing for dominance in the region, but as a state
striving to change the existing regional order. Fear of Iran’s hegemonic
aspirations in the Gulf and their realization are expressed by Gulf leaders.
The fact these developments are taking place in a region of Egyptian
influence exacerbates the challenge and the need to find a response.
These developments oblige Egypt, whose leadership is changing, to
conduct a serious assessment of the situation and develop a strategy that
provides a response to the challenge presented by Iran.
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More than five decades ago Egypt included the Israeli nuclear issue on its
agenda. Already in 1974, Egypt together with Iran placed the issue on the
table of the General Assembly, under the cover of establishing a nuclear
weapons free zone in the Middle East. The NPT Review Conferences in
1995 and 2010 constitute milestones in Egypt’s path towards achievement
of its objective: disarming Israel of its nuclear capability.25 At the 1995
conference, Egypt was able to achieve a resolution focused on the Middle
East and thus attach the Israeli nuclear issue to the agenda of future
conferences. Fifteen years later, it was able to achieve a resolution that
included practical steps for implementing that resolution.
In statements made at a preparatory meeting of the 2010 conference,
an Egyptian delegate criticized the lack of progress in implementing the
1995 resolution. And indeed, the balance sheet of achievements after
many years of intensive diplomatic activity is sufficiently meager. Egypt
was unable to have Israel join the NPT, place its facilities under IAEA
inspection, and report on the extent of its cooperation. Nor was Egypt
able to obtain a report on the extent of Israeli nuclear activity and the
inventory of nuclear material in Israel’s possession. Moreover, beyond
gaining support in principle for Egyptian initiatives to establish a zone free
of nuclear weapons and other WMD (supported in principle by Israel),
Egypt was not able to advance the implementation of the resolutions in any
measurable way. The motions at the UN and the IAEA, meant to pressure
Israel and thereby isolate it, also figure in this context. Even if Egypt did
achieve several limited victories, they were unable to bring about a change
in Israel’s position or, alternatively, advance the issue uppermost in the
mind of the Egyptian leadership. On a related note, as long as the Egyptian
objective is not achieved, Israel’s ambiguous nuclear policy serves the
Egyptian interest. That position is liable to change in the event of the
appearance of an additional nuclear state in the Middle East.
Does the resolution passed at the last conference constitute a turnaround
in Egyptian efforts? Will the future conference actually take place; and if
so, will it be a one-time event or perhaps create a mechanism to follow-up
steps that have been decided on? One must assume that Egypt, armed with
the resolution, will do all it can in the upcoming period to bring about the
convening of the conference. Nonetheless, Egypt’s success is to a large
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extent dependent on the US. If not for US determination to fulfill its own
objectives at the 1995 and 2010 conferences,26 it is doubtful if Egypt could
have reaped those achievements. Reservations by Obama and especially
by his National Security Advisor following the 2010 conference, plus the
preconditions (whose fulfillment in the near future is doubtful) for convening
a 2012 conference, call such a conference into question. Moreover, amid
the fluid realities of the Middle East and the international arena, until 2012
developments may take place that have implications on a US decision
to support or reject convening the conference. At the same time, these
reservations coexist with Obama’s commitment to nuclear disarmament,
his support for the universality of the NPT, the call for all countries to joint
the treaty, and his support for establishing a Middle East WMD free zone.
If conditions do not allow the convening of the conference, Obama would
find it difficult to prove his commitment to the decision.
At the end of the 2010 conference, Israel issued a statement in response
to what it viewed as the flawed and hypocritical resolution passed at the
conference. As a non-member of the NPT, Israel is not obliged to fulfill its
resolutions. The statement went further and said that due to “the resolution’s
distorted nature Israel could not participate in its implementation.” Since
then, Israel has softened its stance and announced that the issue is under
discussion. Indeed, now, divorced from the prevailing conditions in
months prior to the Review Conference, Israel would do well to examine
the advantages and disadvantages of participation or non-participation
in preparations for the 2012 conference. The many important conditions
and reservations expressed by Obama and his National Security Advisor
permit Israel to confer with the American administration (and the sooner
the better) in order to arrive at written understandings concerning content
and procedures of a conference. In this way, if Israel should decide to
participate, it would not imply any danger to its security interests.
On the plus side, Egypt can credit itself with an achievement that
enabled it to place the Israeli nuclear issue on the international agenda.
Still, there are parties in Egypt that understand that Egypt’s ability to
fulfill its objective under current Middle East circumstances is tenuous.
Moreover, there is increasing understanding among Western countries for
Israel’s position, that attaining peace in the Middle East must precede the
establishment of a nuclear free zone.
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Foreign Minister Amr Moussa has been credited with the statement
made in the 1990s that Egypt could not tolerate two nuclear states. The
chances for the realization of this scenario have greatly increased since
then. Even if it is premature to judge if and when Iran will succeed in
achieving military nuclear capability, the fact that it is able to enrich
uranium demonstrates its technological-scientific superiority over Egypt.
Such a reality obliges Egypt to prepare to confront this reality.
Four options stand before Egypt in dealing with the Iranian challenge
(competition and threat) and the Israeli challenge (potential competition).
The first is the diplomatic option, i.e., continued support for the diplomatic
effort. Hovering in the background to diplomacy is the Iranian nuclear
program and fears of a chain reaction in the Middle East should Iran achieve
military nuclear capability. This would lead the international community
to recognize the urgency of the need to advance the issue of a WMD
demilitarized zone. Continued involvement in the issue would continue
to grant Egypt international prominence, but in terms of confronting the
Iranian challenge, this option would have no immediate significance.
The second option is a decision to develop military nuclear capability
(a decision that would of course be secret). The first step would be the
development of a scientific-technological infrastructure, although this
would not supply a short or medium term response to the Iranian challenge.27
Acquiring the ability and developing an infrastructure involve major
financial investment, and beyond the budgetary aspect, such a decision
would have political-legal aspects. This decision (if it becomes apparent
that Egypt is secretly involved in building a nuclear capability) would have
implications for its foreign relations and particularly its relations with the
US. Whether or not this option is chosen, any announcement concerning
the development of scientific-technological infrastructure would serve as
a signal of Egypt’s intention to confront the new regional circumstances.28
The third option is a combination of the previous two. The fourth option
is the acquisition of nuclear weapons from North Korea. The close relations
that have developed over the years between Egypt and Pyongyang in the
military sphere serve as a convenient platform for Egypt. This option too
would have implications for Egypt’s foreign relations, particularly with
the US.
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Israel and Iran are exposing Egypt’s weaknesses in both the scientifictechnological sphere and in that country’s self-image and regional
leadership. Today, the ability of Egypt to find an immediate response to
these challenges seems limited, as it has no convenient and guaranteed
option to deal with the challenges it faces in these contexts.
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The year 1995 marked twenty-five years since the treaty came into force. The
treaty stipulates the need to discuss extending the treaty for an additional term or
alternately, as the United States wanted, to extend it with no time limit.
For Egypt’s reaction to the report and details on subsequent related official
Egyptian statements, see Ariel Levite and Emily B. Landau, “Arab Perceptions
of Israel’s Nuclear Posture, 1960-1967,” Israel Studies 1, no. 1 (1996): 34-59;
and Ariel Levite and Emily B. Landau, Israel’s Nuclear Image: Arab Perceptions
of Israel’s Nuclear Posture (Tel Aviv: Papyrus Publishing House, 1994).
For the reaction of President Nasser and his spokesman Heikal to reports
concerning Israel’s efforts to build a nuclear capability and the implications for
Egypt, see the publications cited in note 2. As to a possible military strike, before
the Six Day War Egyptian jets engaged in on one or two sorties over the Dimona
reactor. There are those who view this as part of Egyptian preparations to attack
the reactor.
In the 1970s and 1980s, deliberations over finding a technological response to the
threat led to discussions that concluded with no result; see Barbara M. Gregory,
“Egypt’s Nuclear Program: Assessing Supplier-Based and Other Developmental
Constrains,” Nonproliferation Review (Fall 1995): 20-27.
In October 1974, President Anwar Sadat presented a joint Egyptian-Iranian
initiative to convert the Middle East into a nuclear free zone. The initiative was
tabled as a motion at the UN General Assembly. Since then, the proposal is raised
every year at the Assembly. Starting in 1981, Israel has joined the vote (which is
accepted by consensus), with explanatory remarks.
This article is based in part on discussions with Egyptian, American, and Israel
interlocutors who for their own reasons asked not to be identified.
Egpytian experts were apparently in Iraq working on developing the missile
until Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait. The missile’s development was not completed
following American pressure on Argentina (which supplied the technology) to
cease its participation in the project; see Project Wisconsin on Nuclear Arms
Control.
It would be a mistake to view the initiative dealing with all types of WMD as a
change of principle in Egypt’s approach to the Israeli nuclear issue. According
to many, this initiative did not imply any change in Egypt’s perception of the
centrality of the nuclear issue. The initiative should be viewed in the context in
which it was announced; moreover, focusing solely on the matter of the zone’s
demilitarization would be missing the mark. Indeed, prior to the convening of the
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conference in 1995, Egypt returned to focus on nuclear weapons. The chemical
and biological threats were, and still are, perceived as secondary.
White House fact sheet on the Middle East Arms Control Initiative, May 29,
1991.
See Emily B. Landau, Arms Control in the Middle East: Cooperative Security
Dialogue and Regional Constraints (Brighton: Sussex Academic Press, 2006).
For background to this activity, its achievements, and the reasons for the eventaul
termination of the ACRS talks, see note 10 and Bruce W. Jentleson and Dalia
Dassa Kaye, “Security Status: Explaining Regional Security Cooperation and its
Limits in the Middle East,” Security Studies 8, no. 1 (1998).
An Egyptian source claimed that already in 1993 it was clear to them that in the
face of the Israeli position, there was no chance the nuclear issue would be on the
agenda.
Egypt did not internalize the changes in the region that occured following the Gulf
War and was forced to experience them firsthand in the working groups. Countries
such as Jordan and several Gulf states began to develop national positions for
themselves that deviated from the Egyptian position; Egypt continued to view
itself as expressing the pan-Arab interest. Some of the countries did not share
Egypt’s insistence that the nuclear issue be placed on the agenda.
Participants in the talks feel that the disputes that erupted at that time remain
unchanged and have perhaps even intensified, considering the changes that have
occurred in the arena since then.
Even if Egpytian politicians and military officials occasionally speak publicly
of the security threat to Egypt and the Arab world posed by nuclear arms held
by Israel, in conversations with Egyptians, no similar fears are expressed. (An
exception in this context is the Egyptian reaction to Foreign Minister Lieberman’s
statements – which stirred up those leery of Israel’s attack intentions – when
he talked about destroying the Aswan Dam). Stressing the threat was meant to
serve the needs of public diplomacy on the internal, inter-Arab, and international
levels. Evidence that the perceived threat is not an existential one can be seen in
Sadat’s decision during peace negotiations not to convert the nuclear issue into
an essential integral element of an agreement. Sadat’s decision was an expression
of preference for the territorial dimension over the nuclear issue.
The conference did not extend the treaty by consensus, but declared by consensus
that a majority exists for extending the treaty.
Egypt criticized the US decision to “allow” the Indian nuclear program.
Among other concerns, Egypt feared that Israel would follow in India’s wake.
Nonetheless, American analysts judged that the chances for Israel to gain similar
permission in the near future were at best slim.
Points in President Obama’s speech that relate to the NPT include: the need
to take immediate steps against countries that violate the treaty and those that
try to withdraw from it; establishment of an international nuclear fuel bank in
order to stem the danger of proliferation; the need, in light of the North Korean
experience, to create a framework to ensure that countries that violate the treaty
bear the consequences of their deeds; an assertion of Iran’s right, under strict
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IAEA inspection, to develop nuclear energy for peaceful purposes; the assertion
that Iran’s surface-to-surface missile program and its activity in the nuclear
sphere are a genuine threat not only to the US and Iran’s neighbors, but also to
US allies. So long as that threat remains in force, the US will continue its plan to
build a surface-to-surface missile defense system.
The agreement that later served as the basis for the resolution that was passed
included: making nuclear commerce with Israel conditional upon its acceding
to the NPT as a non-nuclear weapons state and placing all of its facilities
under IAEA supervision; and convening an international conference in 2012 to
discuss the establishment of Middle East nuclear weapons free zone (the idea
for convening such an international conference was raised in 2004 at the Arab
League Summit).
During the discussions, the US opposed a final document that would specifically
name Israel, but it was forced to retract its opposition after it was made clear
that the Clinton administration gave its agreement to name Israel in the final
document from the 2000 conference.
The full text can be found in the final document published at the conclusion of
the conference.
It is clear that the final document did not meet Israeli expectations, and the
administration’s conduct prior to formulating it was likely disturbing to Israel.
After the conference, President Obama and National Security Advisor James
Jones publicized announcements that sought to allay Israel’s concerns and
somewhat mitiagte the sting of the final document that enabled the administration
to see the conference through to a successful conclusion. It is doubtful if this
maneuvering added to the administration’s credibility. In a public statement
Obama reiterated US support for establishing a WMD free zone and for the
conviction that a sustainable peace and full compliance are precursors to the
establishment of such a zone. He added that the US was absolutely opposed to
singling out Israel and was opposed to any steps that would endanger Israel’s
national security. A statement by the National Security Advisor stated that despite
the administration’s support for the final document, it had serious reservations
over one aspect of the Middle East resolution. He reiterated the President’s
words regarding a comprehensive and sustainable peace and also referred to
the need for compliance with obligations related to arms control and preventing
arms proliferation as essential precursors to establishing the WMDFZ. To his
understanding, establishing a WMD demilitarized Middle East zone is a long
term objective. He made it clear that in order for a regional conference to be
effective, it must ensure the participation of all Middle East countries as well
as additional countries. The National Security Advisor also specified what from
the US standpoint were necessary conditions for holding the conference. He
concluded that in light of the way Israel was being singled out, prospects were
doubtful for convening a conference in 2012 that includes participation of all key
countries of the region. This situation will continue until it can be assured that the
conference would be held without discrimination and in a constructive manner.
In my conversation with an American source, he jokingly commented that
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Israel apparently slept throughout President Obama’s speech in Prague. Had
Israel listened to his words and subsequently arranged a discussion between the
President and the Prime Minister over the speech’s significance regarding the
Middle East, it might have prevented what actually happened. The same source
added that in preparations for a 2012 conference, Israel would do well if it were
to hold this conversation (that didn’t take place) in order to prevent what from
its standpoint would be undesirable developments. Following the conference,
added the source, there should not be any doubt concerning the President’s
determination to work towards the elimination of all nuclear arms.
Evidence of the gap between official statements and unofficial positions can be
found in a cable from the US embassy in Cairo in early 2009, published by
WikiLeaks, which mentions President Mubarak’s loathing for Iran, which seeks
to undermine the stability of the region and particularly that of Egypt. There is
no doubt, the cable states, that Egypt views Iran as the greatest threat in the long
term, due both to its development of a nuclear capability and its efforts to export
the Shiite revolution.
Even if the chances of settling the nuclear crisis between the US and Iran in the
near future are slim, Egyptian sources have raised concerns that it would pave
the way for cooperation between the two on a series of regional issues – which
would harm Egypt’s standing. There are also concerns in Egyptian circles over a
potential Israel-Iran rapprochement, which would likewise have implications for
Egypt’s regional status.
The statement that in order for Israel to be accepted as part of the region, it has
to be brought down to size has been attributed to Foreign Minister Amr Moussa.
Presumably he did not only mean this in respect to territory, but also to nuclear
capabilities.
In 1995 – to extend the NPT indefinitely; in 2010 – to conclude the conference
successfully, testimony to the seriousness of President Obama’s intentions in the
sphere of nuclear disarmament.
An Israeli attack on Iranian nuclear facilities would likely have several
advantages as far as Egypt is concerned. It would grant Egypt a longer time
period to implement any decisions that are reached; furthermore, an Israeli attack
would not only entangle Israel but would also be a blow to Iran.
Aside from demonstrating scientific capability, nuclear acquisition could grant
Egypt further independence and freedom of action – which it feels Israel gained
by this capability.

Israel and the Nonproliferation Regime
Yair Evron
Obama’s New Approach to Nonproliferation

The United States has always considered the spread of nuclear weapons as
a threat to its national interests. It therefore was the main initiator (together
with the USSR) of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and other
international instruments that join the NPT to form the international
nonproliferation regime. In addition, the United States has acted in
different ways to halt and reverse nuclear proliferation tendencies. At the
same time, the American position on nonproliferation has varied over the
years in terms of the priority attached to this goal as compared to other
foreign policy objectives. Then again, different American administrations
have perceived the value of international norms and regimes through
different prisms and lenses.
The Bush administration attached a high priority to nonproliferation as
an objective. However, it gradually downgraded the value of international
and multilateral instruments, including the NPT, and instead emphasized
“counter-proliferation” strategies designed to halt proliferation through
unilateral – or unilateral coupled with close allies – efforts to halt
proliferation. Moreover, the Bush administration was equivocal about
nuclear arms control in general. Due to its indifference towards the NPT as
a useful instrument for halting proliferation, it allowed the virtual collapse
of the 2005 NPT Review Conference (RevCon).
The Obama administration has embraced a different approach towards
nuclear weapons, the NPT, and nuclear proliferation in general. In his
Prague speech of April 2009, President Obama announced a far reaching
vision of a world without nuclear weapons, although he was quick to add
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that this goal might not be achieved in his lifetime. When the administration
moved to begin implementing this grand vision, it was translated into
several clusters: (a) strengthening the nonproliferation regime (b)
achieving additional nuclear arms control agreements with Russia (c)
reducing the salience of nuclear weapons in American overall strategy
and (d) increasing the safety of nuclear stockpiles globally, in order to
reduce the danger of theft by terrorist organizations. Overall, the Obama
administration’s approach seeks to achieve its policy objectives as much
as possible through multilateral measures and the building of international
coalitions. It has correctly recognized that the structure of the international
system has changed and is not purely “unipolar.” Countering proliferation
thus requires greater international cooperation.
In contrast to its predecessor, the current administration views the NPT
as an important and useful tool for halting proliferation, and has adopted
several measures that aim to strengthen the regime. First, in partial response
to the criticisms by many of the non-nuclear weapons states (NNWS)
parties to the NPT concerning Article VI (on comprehensive nuclear
disarmament), it pushed forward the New START agreement with Russia.
(To be sure there were also important American security interests that
required this new agreement.) It also reduced in a cautious and limited way
the prominence of nuclear weapons in its overall strategy. These changes
are evident in both the new Nuclear Posture Review released in April 2010,
as well as in the New START agreement. The administration likewise
advanced the cause of global nuclear safety through the April 2010 Nuclear
Security Summit. In the NPT Review Conference the following month,
the administration invested much effort to produce a report that would be
accepted by all participants. The failure of the 2005 Review Conference
was a major blow to the nonproliferation effort; another failure might have
led to a major shock to the NPT regime with dire consequences.

The Value of the Nonproliferation Regime

Most observers agree that the NPT has served as a major instrument
in constraining worldwide proliferation. Clearly it was not the only
instrument: defense alliances such as NATO were important antiproliferation measures, as were rational calculations by various states that
their best security interests would not be served by “going nuclear.” The
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possibility that an adversary would “go nuclear” in response and thereby
cancel out the presumed advantages of equipping oneself with nuclear
weapons, and possibly worsen one’s own security environment as well,
has been a calculation shared by several states. However, these calculations
notwithstanding, several European states that were involved in developing
their nuclear programs early on in the nuclear era – Italy and Sweden,
for example – decided to forego these programs once the NPT came into
being. Moreover, it is likely that were it not for the NPT, with the passing
of time many more states would have adopted nuclear weapons.
Finally, it was the international framework and norm created by the NPT
that allowed the superpowers to combine their efforts (or act unilaterally)
to convince or coerce different states to abandon the supply of nuclear
weapons or the technology designed to produce them to NNWS,1 as well
as to pressure potential proliferators to abandon their military nuclear
programs. Absent the international framework provided by the NPT,
the superpowers (until the end of the Cold War) and the US thereafter
would not have been able to pursue their nonproliferation and counterproliferation activities. Indeed, the international effort to block the Iranian
military nuclear development could not have been launched if the NPT did
not exist. By itself the NPT is hard pressed to stop a determined proliferator.
Its importance is in being at once both a framework for international action
against proliferation as well as an important internal constraint when a
potential proliferator calculates the diplomatic cost/benefit outcomes of a
decision to proliferate.

Israel and the NPT

Israel has resisted US and international demands to join the NPT. By the
late 1960s, Israel reached an informal understanding with the US whereby
the latter would not pressure Israel to join the NPT provided Israel maintain
a strategy of ambiguity concerning its nuclear project. Since then, though
not pleased with the Israeli project, the US has nevertheless tolerated its
continuation, and as more states have joined the NPT over the years, Israel
has resisted recurrent demands to join the treaty and give up its nuclear
project. Although there were some tense periods between Israel and the
Board of Directors of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
overall, relations with the IAEA have been good. Israel has played a positive
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role in some of the activities related to the nonproliferation regime, such
as in its positive working relations with the IAEA in the area of nuclear
safety, and in the creation and operations of the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT) mechanism.
In fact, Israel, together with all nuclear powers, is a beneficiary of
the NPT precisely because the treaty is a major vehicle designed to halt
proliferation. However, some among the Israeli public who follow these
issues misperceive the importance of the NPT to global international
security as well as to Israeli security. Because Israel has stayed outside the
framework of the NPT and has on several occasions been in conflict with
the IAEA, and because the NPT has not stopped proliferation in the Middle
East, extensive – if unfounded – Israeli skepticism has arisen regarding
both the NPT and the IAEA.

The 2010 NPT Review Conference and Beyond

In the months leading up to the May 2010 Review Conference, there
were deep concerns in the international community about the outcome of
the conference. However, under the successful leadership of the US the
conference ended with a consensus that helps sustain the regime. At the
same time, there are several parties to the NPT that continue to criticize the
nuclear powers for not adhering to their commitment under Article VI of
the treaty. In Israel, on the other hand, the major criticism was focused on
the RevCon final document that singled out Israel. Indeed, many observers
claimed that this, coupled with the lack of criticism of the Iranian nuclear
effort, made the conference a failure. While these are weighty criticisms,
the net effect of the conference was nevertheless a positive one globally in
that it sustained a regime that was facing serious difficulties.
The substantive challenges to the treaty and the IAEA are primarily not
those fingered by the Israeli critics. Several NNWS have always criticized
the treaty as discriminatory and have called the nuclear powers to task for
not fulfilling their obligations under Article VI. This will likely continue
to be a major problem for the treaty, as realistically speaking, complete
nuclear disarmament lies at best in the distant future. In the meantime,
major efforts should be invested in maintaining the NPT regime, and
towards that end limited steps could be undertaken in order to bridge
the divide between those NNWS ardently demanding that Article VI be
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fully implemented and the nuclear powers. The Obama administration has
tackled this issue in its gradualist and balanced approach. It seeks actively
to sustain the NPT regime while rejecting calls for stating a timetable for
nuclear disarmament.
For its part, Israel should also seek to strengthen the NPT regime. Some
of the measures listed below would contribute to the regime while not
adversely affecting Israeli security.

Israel’s Posture of Ambiguity
Presently the ambiguous posture continues to be convenient for Israel,
the US, and the international community. The Arab states demand Israeli
nuclear disarmament, but in the current reality, ambiguity is much preferred
over a declared Israeli posture. Indeed, if Israel ended ambiguity and
declared a nuclear capability, the Egyptian leadership in particular would
come under great public pressure to react to a declared Israeli capability.
It would also provide Iran with an additional formal pretext for its nuclear
weapons project. Removing the ambiguity will thus incur heavy costs and
encourage additional proliferation in the region.
Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty (FMCT)
Israel has resisted several American overtures regarding the possibility of
joining an FMCT if and when it comes into existence. That was the Israeli
position throughout the 1990s and even during the Bush administration
when the issue surfaced anew. Currently the FMCT is blocked by the
opposition of Pakistan (with the possible backing of China). For its part,
Israel did not block international efforts on this issue when it was raised
and consensus was required. Thus, the official Israeli position has sought
not to be seen as a “spoiler” of FMCT efforts, although Israel clarified that
it would not join such a treaty.
The current US administration seeks gradual progress towards
limitations on nuclear weapons worldwide and the reduced salience
of these weapons. As such, it supports the FMCT as an important goal,
and indeed, FMCT efforts could be revived in the future and gain wide
international support. Israel would do well to seriously and positively
consider an FMCT. Moreover, with the renaissance in the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy, the possibility of diversions of materials from power plants
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to military uses – though difficult, expensive, and certainly not the most
efficient way to produce fissile materials for military use – might increase.
The latest huge deal between the UAE and South Korea to develop power
reactors is an indication of the regional move in that direction. The FMCT
could contribute to contain the spillover from peaceful uses to military
ones.
In addition, Israel could propose that its ratification of such a treaty
would depend on other regional states becoming parties as well. This
could help stem tendencies towards proliferation among these same
states. There is a counter-argument that acceptance of the FMCT might
enable Iran to continue enriching uranium to the 20 percent level, which is
widely recognized as relevant for peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Such an
Iranian claim would, however, lack credibility in the eyes of the permanent
members of the UN Security Council and other Western powers in view
of the overall Iranian effort to produce a military capability. In addition
it could be argued that it is likely that under any agreement with Iran, if
achieved at all, some enrichment would be allowed. Under such conditions,
if Iran joined the FMCT the latter would serve as an additional constraint
on its weapons program.
It would be problematic for Israel to accept an FMCT and at the same
time maintain its posture of nuclear ambiguity. This would possibly require
a special understanding between Israel and the United States. One solution
might be that the inspection mechanism of the Israeli activity under a
possible future FMCT would be conducted only by the US. There are
additional problems of inspection and verification, many of them shared
by all the nuclear powers. It appears, however, that with good political will
all are resolvable.

No First Use
When Israel first embarked on its nuclear option, there was an Israeli
perception, given the significant asymmetries in geography, population,
and economics between Israel and the Arab world, of an existential
threat resulting from the possibility of a massive and overwhelming Arab
conventional attack on Israel. Thus, theoretically, deterrence against such
an eventuality also consisted of the possibility of a first strike as a “last
resort” before annihilation. With the changed political atmosphere in the
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region, however, including the peace treaties with Egypt and Jordan and
the possibility of further peace treaties and possible accommodation with
the rest of the Arab world, the likelihood of the emergence of a major
conventionally armed war coalition that might pose a major threat to Israel
has declined considerably. Therefore, the “last resort” strategy appears less
relevant in terms of deterrence.
Adoption of a “no first use” position could place Israel within the
context of the worldwide movement towards lessening the salience of
nuclear weapons. It could thus improve Israel’s overall international
position in the area of international security and arms control. A counter
argument is that nobody can predict the future in the volatile Middle East,
and major political changes might sweep through that critically enhance
the threats to Israel. Indeed, an additional rationale for Israel regarding a
nuclear capability may also have been deterrence against the use of other
types of WMD, i.e., chemical and biological weapons.
There are other issues to consider. First, Israel has never used its nuclear
potential as an instrument for political coercion and has no intention of using
it in such a way. A declaration of “no first use” could further reemphasize
this important element. Second, would a declaration of “no first use” affect
Israel’s posture of “nuclear ambiguity”? It seems that the adoption of such
a strategy fits the overall purpose of the posture of ambiguity. Third, Israel
could propose a regional treaty of “no first use.” This could also bypass the
seeming (though not real) contradiction between a posture of ambiguity
and the “no first use declaration.”
Finally, the difference between chemical and even biological weapons
on the one hand, and nuclear weapons on the other, is so profound that
they should be decoupled in terms of deterrence. There is one school
of thought that argues that during the 1991 Gulf War, Iraq was deterred
from the use of chemical weapons against Israel by the implied threat of
nuclear retaliation. To what extent that was the case and to what extent
future instances of such successful deterrence could happen is a subject
of serious debate. There is also the argument that biological agents might
become much more dangerous and effective. Regarding the latter, Israel
might well follow the example of the American formulation included in
the new Nuclear Posture Review, whereby possible changes in the nature
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of future biological weapons could lead to a reconsideration of the “no first
use” posture.

Conclusion

Changes in the American nuclear policy, though cautious and moderate,
the need to sustain the nonproliferation regime, and finally the need to
develop an Israeli position regarding the possible convening of a 2012
WMDFZ conference require readiness on Israel’s part to consider and
deliberate intermediate steps towards nuclear arms control. At the same
time, if Iran “went nuclear” then the calculations regarding an FMCT and
a “no first use” strategy will be affected in several ways. But the crux is
that there is a need for an Israeli internal debate on nuclear strategic issues,
including the possibility of arms control measures.
Note
1

Some famous cases involved strong US pressure on nuclear suppliers in the
1970s not to transfer these materials to Taiwan, South Korea, and Brazil.
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Remarks by President Barack Obama

Thank you so much. Thank you for this wonderful welcome. Thank you
to the people of Prague. Thank you to the people of the Czech Republic.
Today, I’m proud to stand here with you in the middle of this great city, in
the center of Europe. And, to paraphrase one of my predecessors, I am also
proud to be the man who brought Michelle Obama to Prague.
To Mr. President, Mr. Prime Minister, to all the dignitaries who are
here, thank you for your extraordinary hospitality. And to the people of the
Czech Republic, thank you for your friendship to the United States.
I’ve learned over many years to appreciate the good company and the
good humor of the Czech people in my hometown of Chicago. Behind
me is a statue of a hero of the Czech people – Tomas Masaryk. In 1918,
after America had pledged its support for Czech independence, Masaryk
spoke to a crowd in Chicago that was estimated to be over 100,000. I don’t
think I can match his record – but I am honored to follow his footsteps
from Chicago to Prague. For over a thousand years, Prague has set itself
apart from any other city in any other place. You’ve known war and peace.
You’ve seen empires rise and fall. You’ve led revolutions in the arts and
science, in politics and in poetry. Through it all, the people of Prague have
insisted on pursuing their own path, and defining their own destiny. And
this city – this Golden City which is both ancient and youthful – stands as
a living monument to your unconquerable spirit.
When I was born, the world was divided, and our nations were faced
with very different circumstances. Few people would have predicted that
someone like me would one day become the President of the United States.
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Few people would have predicted that an American President would one
day be permitted to speak to an audience like this in Prague. Few would
have imagined that the Czech Republic would become a free nation, a
member of NATO, a leader of a united Europe. Those ideas would have
been dismissed as dreams.
We are here today because enough people ignored the voices who told
them that the world could not change.
We’re here today because of the courage of those who stood up and
took risks to say that freedom is a right for all people, no matter what side
of a wall they live on, and no matter what they look like.
We are here today because of the Prague Spring – because the simple
and principled pursuit of liberty and opportunity shamed those who relied
on the power of tanks and arms to put down the will of a people.
We are here today because 20 years ago, the people of this city took to
the streets to claim the promise of a new day, and the fundamental human
rights that had been denied them for far too long. Sametová Revoluce –
the Velvet Revolution taught us many things. It showed us that peaceful
protest could shake the foundations of an empire, and expose the emptiness
of an ideology. It showed us that small countries can play a pivotal role in
world events, and that young people can lead the way in overcoming old
conflicts. And it proved that moral leadership is more powerful than any
weapon.
That’s why I’m speaking to you in the center of a Europe that is peaceful,
united and free – because ordinary people believed that divisions could be
bridged, even when their leaders did not. They believed that walls could
come down; that peace could prevail.
We are here today because Americans and Czechs believed against all
odds that today could be possible.
Now, we share this common history. But now this generation – our
generation – cannot stand still. We, too, have a choice to make. As the
world has become less divided, it has become more interconnected.
And we’ve seen events move faster than our ability to control them – a
global economy in crisis, a changing climate, the persistent dangers of old
conflicts, new threats and the spread of catastrophic weapons.
None of these challenges can be solved quickly or easily. But all of
them demand that we listen to one another and work together; that we
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focus on our common interests, not on occasional differences; and that we
reaffirm our shared values, which are stronger than any force that could
drive us apart. That is the work that we must carry on. That is the work that
I have come to Europe to begin.
To renew our prosperity, we need action coordinated across borders.
That means investments to create new jobs. That means resisting the walls
of protectionism that stand in the way of growth. That means a change in
our financial system, with new rules to prevent abuse and future crisis.
And we have an obligation to our common prosperity and our common
humanity to extend a hand to those emerging markets and impoverished
people who are suffering the most, even though they may have had very
little to do with financial crises, which is why we set aside over a trillion
dollars for the International Monetary Fund earlier this week, to make sure
that everybody – everybody – receives some assistance.
Now, to protect our planet, now is the time to change the way that we
use energy. Together, we must confront climate change by ending the
world’s dependence on fossil fuels, by tapping the power of new sources
of energy like the wind and sun, and calling upon all nations to do their
part. And I pledge to you that in this global effort, the United States is now
ready to lead.
To provide for our common security, we must strengthen our
alliance. NATO was founded 60 years ago, after Communism took over
Czechoslovakia. That was when the free world learned too late that it could
not afford division. So we came together to forge the strongest alliance that
the world has ever known. And we stood shoulder to shoulder – year after
year, decade after decade – until an Iron Curtain was lifted, and freedom
spread like flowing water.
This marks the 10th year of NATO membership for the Czech Republic.
And I know that many times in the 20th century, decisions were made
without you at the table. Great powers let you down, or determined your
destiny without your voice being heard. I am here to say that the United
States will never turn its back on the people of this nation. We are bound by
shared values, shared history. We are bound by shared values and shared
history and the enduring promise of our alliance. NATO’s Article V states
it clearly: An attack on one is an attack on all. That is a promise for our
time, and for all time.
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The people of the Czech Republic kept that promise after America was
attacked; thousands were killed on our soil, and NATO responded. NATO’s
mission in Afghanistan is fundamental to the safety of people on both sides
of the Atlantic. We are targeting the same al Qaeda terrorists who have
struck from New York to London, and helping the Afghan people take
responsibility for their future. We are demonstrating that free nations can
make common cause on behalf of our common security. And I want you
to know that we honor the sacrifices of the Czech people in this endeavor,
and mourn the loss of those you’ve lost.
But no alliance can afford to stand still. We must work together as
NATO members so that we have contingency plans in place to deal with
new threats, wherever they may come from. We must strengthen our
cooperation with one another, and with other nations and institutions
around the world, to confront dangers that recognize no borders. And
we must pursue constructive relations with Russia on issues of common
concern.
Now, one of those issues that I’ll focus on today is fundamental to the
security of our nations and to the peace of the world – that’s the future of
nuclear weapons in the 21st century.
The existence of thousands of nuclear weapons is the most dangerous
legacy of the Cold War. No nuclear war was fought between the United
States and the Soviet Union, but generations lived with the knowledge that
their world could be erased in a single flash of light. Cities like Prague that
existed for centuries, that embodied the beauty and the talent of so much
of humanity, would have ceased to exist.
Today, the Cold War has disappeared but thousands of those weapons
have not. In a strange turn of history, the threat of global nuclear war has
gone down, but the risk of a nuclear attack has gone up. More nations
have acquired these weapons. Testing has continued. Black market trade
in nuclear secrets and nuclear materials abound. The technology to build a
bomb has spread. Terrorists are determined to buy, build or steal one. Our
efforts to contain these dangers are centered on a global nonproliferation
regime, but as more people and nations break the rules, we could reach the
point where the center cannot hold.
Now, understand, this matters to people everywhere. One nuclear
weapon exploded in one city – be it New York or Moscow, Islamabad
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or Mumbai, Tokyo or Tel Aviv, Paris or Prague – could kill hundreds of
thousands of people. And no matter where it happens, there is no end to
what the consequences might be – for our global safety, our security, our
society, our economy, to our ultimate survival.
Some argue that the spread of these weapons cannot be stopped, cannot
be checked – that we are destined to live in a world where more nations
and more people possess the ultimate tools of destruction. Such fatalism is
a deadly adversary, for if we believe that the spread of nuclear weapons is
inevitable, then in some way we are admitting to ourselves that the use of
nuclear weapons is inevitable.
Just as we stood for freedom in the 20th century, we must stand together
for the right of people everywhere to live free from fear in the 21st century.
And as nuclear power – as a nuclear power, as the only nuclear power to
have used a nuclear weapon, the United States has a moral responsibility
to act. We cannot succeed in this endeavor alone, but we can lead it, we
can start it.
So today, I state clearly and with conviction America’s commitment to
seek the peace and security of a world without nuclear weapons. I’m not
naive. This goal will not be reached quickly – perhaps not in my lifetime. It
will take patience and persistence. But now we, too, must ignore the voices
who tell us that the world cannot change. We have to insist, “Yes, we can.”
Now, let me describe to you the trajectory we need to be on. First, the
United States will take concrete steps towards a world without nuclear
weapons. To put an end to Cold War thinking, we will reduce the role of
nuclear weapons in our national security strategy, and urge others to do the
same. Make no mistake: As long as these weapons exist, the United States
will maintain a safe, secure and effective arsenal to deter any adversary,
and guarantee that defense to our allies – including the Czech Republic.
But we will begin the work of reducing our arsenal.
To reduce our warheads and stockpiles, we will negotiate a new Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty with the Russians this year. President Medvedev
and I began this process in London, and will seek a new agreement by
the end of this year that is legally binding and sufficiently bold. And this
will set the stage for further cuts, and we will seek to include all nuclear
weapons states in this endeavor.
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To achieve a global ban on nuclear testing, my administration will
immediately and aggressively pursue U.S. ratification of the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty. After more than five decades of talks, it is time for the
testing of nuclear weapons to finally be banned.
And to cut off the building blocks needed for a bomb, the United States
will seek a new treaty that verifiably ends the production of fissile materials
intended for use in state nuclear weapons. If we are serious about stopping
the spread of these weapons, then we should put an end to the dedicated
production of weapons-grade materials that create them. That’s the first
step.
Second, together we will strengthen the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty as a basis for cooperation.
The basic bargain is sound: Countries with nuclear weapons will move
towards disarmament, countries without nuclear weapons will not acquire
them, and all countries can access peaceful nuclear energy. To strengthen
the treaty, we should embrace several principles. We need more resources
and authority to strengthen international inspections. We need real and
immediate consequences for countries caught breaking the rules or trying
to leave the treaty without cause.
And we should build a new framework for civil nuclear cooperation,
including an international fuel bank, so that countries can access peaceful
power without increasing the risks of proliferation. That must be the right
of every nation that renounces nuclear weapons, especially developing
countries embarking on peaceful programs. And no approach will succeed
if it’s based on the denial of rights to nations that play by the rules. We must
harness the power of nuclear energy on behalf of our efforts to combat
climate change, and to advance peace opportunity for all people.
But we go forward with no illusions. Some countries will break the
rules. That’s why we need a structure in place that ensures when any nation
does, they will face consequences.
Just this morning, we were reminded again of why we need a new and
more rigorous approach to address this threat. North Korea broke the rules
once again by testing a rocket that could be used for long range missiles.
This provocation underscores the need for action – not just this afternoon
at the U.N. Security Council, but in our determination to prevent the spread
of these weapons.
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Rules must be binding. Violations must be punished. Words must mean
something. The world must stand together to prevent the spread of these
weapons. Now is the time for a strong international response – now is
the time for a strong international response, and North Korea must know
that the path to security and respect will never come through threats and
illegal weapons. All nations must come together to build a stronger, global
regime. And that’s why we must stand shoulder to shoulder to pressure the
North Koreans to change course.
Iran has yet to build a nuclear weapon. My administration will seek
engagement with Iran based on mutual interests and mutual respect. We
believe in dialogue. But in that dialogue we will present a clear choice. We
want Iran to take its rightful place in the community of nations, politically
and economically. We will support Iran’s right to peaceful nuclear energy
with rigorous inspections. That’s a path that the Islamic Republic can take.
Or the government can choose increased isolation, international pressure,
and a potential nuclear arms race in the region that will increase insecurity
for all.
So let me be clear: Iran’s nuclear and ballistic missile activity poses a real
threat, not just to the United States, but to Iran’s neighbors and our allies.
The Czech Republic and Poland have been courageous in agreeing to host
a defense against these missiles. As long as the threat from Iran persists,
we will go forward with a missile defense system that is cost-effective and
proven. If the Iranian threat is eliminated, we will have a stronger basis for
security, and the driving force for missile defense construction in Europe
will be removed.
So, finally, we must ensure that terrorists never acquire a nuclear
weapon. This is the most immediate and extreme threat to global security.
One terrorist with one nuclear weapon could unleash massive destruction.
Al Qaeda has said it seeks a bomb and that it would have no problem with
using it. And we know that there is unsecured nuclear material across the
globe. To protect our people, we must act with a sense of purpose without
delay.
So today I am announcing a new international effort to secure all
vulnerable nuclear material around the world within four years. We will
set new standards, expand our cooperation with Russia, pursue new
partnerships to lock down these sensitive materials.
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We must also build on our efforts to break up black markets, detect
and intercept materials in transit, and use financial tools to disrupt this
dangerous trade. Because this threat will be lasting, we should come
together to turn efforts such as the Proliferation Security Initiative and the
Global Initiative to Combat Nuclear Terrorism into durable international
institutions. And we should start by having a Global Summit on Nuclear
Security that the United States will host within the next year.
Now, I know that there are some who will question whether we can act on
such a broad agenda. There are those who doubt whether true international
cooperation is possible, given inevitable differences among nations. And
there are those who hear talk of a world without nuclear weapons and
doubt whether it’s worth setting a goal that seems impossible to achieve.
But make no mistake: We know where that road leads. When nations
and peoples allow themselves to be defined by their differences, the gulf
between them widens. When we fail to pursue peace, then it stays forever
beyond our grasp. We know the path when we choose fear over hope. To
denounce or shrug off a call for cooperation is an easy but also a cowardly
thing to do. That’s how wars begin. That’s where human progress ends.
There is violence and injustice in our world that must be confronted.
We must confront it not by splitting apart but by standing together as free
nations, as free people. I know that a call to arms can stir the souls of men
and women more than a call to lay them down. But that is why the voices
for peace and progress must be raised together.
Those are the voices that still echo through the streets of Prague.
Those are the ghosts of 1968. Those were the joyful sounds of the Velvet
Revolution. Those were the Czechs who helped bring down a nucleararmed empire without firing a shot.
Human destiny will be what we make of it. And here in Prague, let us
honor our past by reaching for a better future. Let us bridge our divisions,
build upon our hopes, accept our responsibility to leave this world more
prosperous and more peaceful than we found it. Together we can do it.
Thank you very much. Thank you, Prague.
Source: http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Remarks-By-PresidentBarack-Obama-In-Prague-As-Delivered/.
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